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Abstract
A complete procedure ha.s been developed to predict the steady-state and dy-
namic performances of permanent magnet synchronous machines. The major fea-
ture in this study is to combine a finite element analysis with a. lumped parameter
circuit model in order to provide satisfactory engineering information but at small
computational effort. To this end, two oo-ordinated stages are involved. One is to
develop a unified Jumped parameter circuit model applicable for both steady-state
and transient analysis. The otber stage is to extract individual lumped parameters
from finite element solutions based on corresponding equivalent circuits, each with
a predetermined topolo&)',
In this study, static magnetic field calculation is applied to determine the load-
dependent direct and quadrature axis reactance parameters Xci, X, and excitation
voltage Eo. in which the effect of the interaction between the d-axis and q-axis quan-
tities is included. Time-varying eddy-current field calculation is used to get starting
parameters wbich serve as the investigation of dynamic behaviour. In order to sim-
plify the time-varying field calculation, time phasor is used to separate the time
variable from the field equation based on the introduction of equivalent reluctivity
in' terms of equivalent magnetic energy. In order to cope with the voltage supply,
corresponding finite eiement formulae are derived with complete elimination of the
iterative process for starting current. Due to the availahility of the accurate field-
based operational parameten, it has become possible to use the lumped parameter
circuit model to obtain the complete starting and synchronous performances.
As an intqflll put of this study, an effort has Men directed to the experimen-
tal investigation on the steady-state and dynamic performances. A new load test
method is proposed to determine the load depelldent parameters X~, X, and Eo.
In addition, a new microprocessor-based di~t.a.I torque angle ItIellllurement s}'3tcm
was designed and built to pruvide improved acc:uracy and fast data sampling for
measuring and control purposes. At the same time, a scheme for accurately locAting
the position of tero torque angle is proposed with avoiding access to the intern&!
construction of a machine.
The proposed tecllniques have been successfully applied to a 1 hp labora.tory
permanent magnet motor. There exists excellent agree:meut between the simulated
and experimental results.
iii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 A General Description of PM Motors
tocfeMing interest hu been shown in using Permanent magnet(PM) syn-
chronous motors with variable-frequency inverters in adjustable-speed drives, tak·
ing advantage of the increased efficiency and power factor product to reduce volt-
ampere (VA) requiremenh(lJ. These motors ;ll'e also widely used at the fixed main
frequency source.
Depending OD the location of the magnets on the rotor. typical permanent mag-
net synchronous machines can be broadly classified into three kinds: interior PM
synchronous motors which have the pennanent ma&nets buried inside the rotor;
surface PM synchronous motors which have their permanent magnets mounted OD
the surface of the rotori and inset PM synchronous motors in which the permanent
magnets are inset or partially inset into the ro\or[2, 3, 4J. Depending on the ori-
entation of the magnet magnetization, the rotor can also be classified as radially
oriented type or circumferential type. For interior and inset type configurations,
the direction or magnetiution can be either radial or drcumferential. For SUrfACe
type configuration, the only direction or magnetization is radial.
For the line frequency .tart motor, which is normally fed by a fixed voltage
source, some sort of conductinn or squinel cage winding is required to develop the
starling torque. The squirrel cage also protects the magnets from demagnetiution
during the startup trMlsient and sudden increase in the stator current, and also acts
as a damper to the macbineoscillation. This helps to keep the rotor in synchronism.
For a variable speed motor fed from the current source inverter, although there
is no need to develop the starting induction torque, as the motor drive can be
started synchronously from standstill, the damper windings are helpful in reducing
the distortion Mld spikes of line-to-line voltage(5J. The damper windings can also
reduce the commutating inductance, and thU! help in tMucing the commutation
overlap. Therefore, d&mper windings are abo employed in these drives. However,
for the drive with voltage-source inverter, damper3 OD the rotor would provide a
path for the flow of harmonic currenls induced from the non-sinusoidaJ voltage
inverter wavefonnsf6]. Therefore, it is advantaget'~ not to have dampers in this
kind of driveg with voltage source inverters..
Figure 1.1 shows the operation of a PM machine at different portioD! of the de-
magnetization curve of the B-H loop. The maximum aux deuity B~ correaponding
to point A' is available initially if the mapet is short-circuited with steel keepers.
When the magnet is iDStailed in the machine, operating point B will correspond
to the no-load line. With load current flowing in the stator winding, the armature
reaction effect will further reduce the flux density. A load line ?Jl5 correspocding
to worst-case demagnetization may be due to stuting, pun-in or other transient
conditions. Once the operating point D is reached and the demagnetization effect
is removed, the magnet will recover along the recoil line, wh:ch has approximately
Figure l.l: PM machine operating points on B-H curve
Figure 1.2: Permanent-magnet characteristics
the same slope as the orilmal B-H curve near H = O. Subsequently, ~he s':,"~le opo
cra.ting point will be determined by ~he intersection of tbe load line and the recoil
line. 1£ the material of the perma.nen~malnet bas a straight line demagnetiution
curve, ~he recoil line win always trace hack along ~he demaa:ne~iution curve with
negligible demagnetization effect. Characteristic demagnetization curves for some
PM materials are shown in Fig. 1.2. Alnico has the high remanence but the coer·
civity is low, with a nonlinear demagnetization curve. Therefore, it is now seldom
used in at motor design. Ferrite material is low in cost and has excellent linearity in
demagnetization, but the remanence is low, making tbe machine somewhat bulky.
Samarium-Cobalt has substantially increased residual ftux density and coercivity
as compared with ferrite, but cost is high and likely to remain so. As a result,
it is used in hi~ performance servo driVe!, where a hi&h torque to inertia ratio
is desirable. A further increase in residual flux density and coercivity has been
achieved with the introduction of Neodymium-Boron-Iron (NdBFe) magnet mate-
rial a.t a lower cost than the Samarium-Cobalt material. One poten~ial limitation
of NdBFe material in comparis?n witb other high energy magnets is ib relatively
low temperature limit.
For a variahle speed PM motor fed from a variable frequency source, the stator
frequency is derived from the rolar position information making use of a shalt
position sensor. The machine is therefore always in synchronism with the stator
supply irrespective of the machine speed without the help of a squirrel cage winding.
With a variable frequency current source power supply, below bue speed, the speed
is controlled by varying the stator current, and above base speed, it is controlled
by weakening the airgap llux. The torque control can he a.chieved by controlling
the magnitude of the statar current and the spatial &nsle, P, between the stator
magnetomotivc force (mmf) this current produces and the rotor mmf produced by
magnets. For II. power supply from a variable frequency voltage source, the basic
control strategy is to operate the motor &l. a constant ftux below base speed and at
a constant terminal voltage above base speed. The constant flux operation below
base speed is achieved by operating the machine at a constant voltage/frequency
ratio, which is increased allow speed to compensate for the stator resislance drop.
Upon energizing a PM motor on fixed frequency supply, tb~ squirrel cage wind·
ing provides acccleratinr; torque to carry the rotor to near sY.lchronous speed. This
accelerating torque must overcome, not only the applied load torque, but also the
generated magnet braking torque due to the presence of tbe permanent magnet
Dux. When the rotor reaches a speed close to synchronous speed, the magnets then
pull the rotor into synchronism. As the load is applied, the rotor develops torque by
increasing the torque angle 6 between lhe rotor direct &xi! and the axis of resultant
a.irgap magnetic field.
If a PM motor is to have line startiQl; capability, the interior mat;net type design
with radiitl magnetization appears to be the most economical to manufacture for
the need of a squirrel cage. The interior magnet type also offers the a-ivantages
of mechanical robustness and a smaller a.irgap, which allows for a degree of flux
weakening, when the motors are expected to operate in the constant power mode
at high speed. In order to be concise and explicit but without lack of generality,
this thesis will take the interior magnet type as a workiog model. An example of
the structure is shown in Fig. 1.3.
rlllo[llot,->:~_
Figure 1.3: Configuration of interior-type PM motor with radial magnetiution
1.2 Literature Survey
Due to the increased competition in world markets and the pressure of increased
cost of ele<:trical energy, plus the relatively high price of permanent magnets, it is
e3sential to predict a,:curately the synchronous and dynamic performances of the
proposed design of a PM motor in order to avoid the design misjudgement that
can prove costly once the motor is manufactured. This situation has necessitated a
parallel development of more accurate and practical computation tecliniques. The
topic of both synchronous and dynamic performance analyses has been treated
extensively in the literature[7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. Equivalent circuits and lumped param-
eter models have been traditionally used to calculate the performance of electrical
machines and to conduct the design with idealized and simplified physical rep-
resentation. However, it is difficult to use the traditional analytical method to
calculate their characteristics taking into account the effect of magnetic saturation,
complex configuration, eddy currents and external system impedances at the same
time. Numerical techniques have been recognized as practical and accurate method
of field computation to aid in electrical design[12J. Finite elements, amongst nu-
merical methods, have emerged as suitable techniques for electrical design and
performance evaluation in low frequency applications, because its elements can be
easily adapted to any shape of boundary and interface geometry. The method has
been applied with success to non-linear material[13), eddy CW'I'ent problems[14, 15J
and permanent magnets[16}. Different post-processing techniques based on finite-
element solutions have been developed for the improvement of behavior prediction
and design optimization[15, 171. But this is a time-consuming process. In order
to achieve a computationally simple and at the same time functionally accurate
model, a hybrid technique which combines field and electric equivalent circuit hlUl
become the subject of considerable efforts{18, 19, 20).
Although recent years have witnessed considerable applications of finite element
techni'lue to the analysis of PM synchronous motors, there are still many problems
waiting for solutions. It is recognized that the starting point of finite element
method (FEM) is in fact based on Maxwell's equations, where the current appears
as a cause, producing magnetic flux as an effect, thereupon the induced voltage.
Therefore, for PM motors fed by current source inverter, FE analysis is relatively
easy to irnplement[20J. However, in the case of voltage source inverter, the voltage
is the cause and current being the effect. This limitation leads to a time-consuming
and inconvenient iteration process. In addition, previous investigation of PM motor
using FEM was more or less directed towards the study of specific operation modes
such as no load or at rated load.
The effects of saturation for PM motor are IIlOre profound. Various authors
have noted the influence of magnetic saturation upon the performance of PM m0-
tors, and some motor design procedures were introduced to take saturation into
account including the prediction of reactance parameters[21, 22, 23J_ But what is
perhaps easily overlooked is the assumption that the magnet excitation voltage Eo
is constant. In addition, little attempts have been made to computationally deal.
with the interaction between the direct and quadrature axis fields on the operating
performance and the determination of saturated parameters.
The common methods for torque evaluation are of these three types: a) Lorentz
force method, b) virtual work principle method and c) Maxwellstl'ClIs tensor method[24,
251. For the Lorentz force method, the problem region must consist entirely of non-
ferromagnetic material. The virtual work principle mctbod n~s numerica.l diff~-
entiation of co-ener&)'. The technique m.y suffer from cancellation problem, since it
relies on the difference between quantities of neuly equal magnitude. For Muwell
stress tensor method, its accuracy is rather susceptible to mesh discretization and
the selection of the integration contour. So, some speciaJ techniques ue needed to
make these methods useful in practice(26, 27, 28J. It is also to be noted that a.ll the
above methods are based on the flux density distribution. In such a case, each fiux
density component wi!( no longer satisfy the t:Ontinuity condition at inter-element
boundaries, especially, in the region such all in small airgap where liiLt'ge gradient of
magnetic field occurs due to the fact that first-order element solutions are preferable
to high-order element solutions{IS}.
The swting performance of PM motors fed from a constant frequency source
from the moment of switch-on to the onset of stable synchronous operation forms
a most important part of assessment of such drives for &Dy practica.l application.
Although the methods chuacterized by these earlier works(9, 29) have provided a
general framework for calculating the starling characteristics of a PM synchronous
motor, aU of these methods assume constant parameters during the starting process.
tn addition, little investigation of synchronization has been reported. In fact, the
rotor parameters will change significantly with the rotor slip due to the magnetic
saturation and skin effect. Recently, some efforts have been made to calculate
the starting characteristics directly using finite element method hy a non-linear
time-stepping method with incremental change in rotor positionl30, 31]. Since the
convergence of the time-stepping procedure can oo1y be ensured by taking l!Xtremely
small incrt!mentl in time, the storage aDd processing time required would be very
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large, and the feasibility is still doubtful.
The test investigation of PM motor is another challenging subject. Owing to
certain inherent features of PM motor, the standard ac motor test procedures are
no (onger suitable for the PM synchronous motor. Some measurements of sat-
urated parameters have been reported[3, 32], but these have mainly been under
unrepresentative cODditions, such as 00 load or short circuit, etc., when the stator
current is purely reactive. Although the load test method(23, 33] was proposed to
determioe the d-axis reactance Xd from the stator d-axis voltage component and
q-axis reactance X q £rom q.axis voltage component, respectively, under the actual
operating conditions, it is subject to the assumption of constant Eo. It has been
shown from the load test that there is a load range where Xd is 'lxttemely irregular
and becomes difficult to determine. Even negative value of X d can be obtained.
It was recognized tha.t the irregularity is due to tne assumption of conslant Eo.
The failure to consider the variation of Eo with load is due to the difficulty that
effects the magnet excitation voltage and the d·axis armature reaction are inher·
ently linked together by the stator d-axis voltage component and usually cannot be
separated. The static inductance measurement metbod(23] is available to evaluate
Xd by using a special bridge circuit (see Appendix A). Since this test is static, there
will be no magnet induced voltage Eo in the stator winding. This gives a means to
extract the value of X d• The significant disadvantages of this method are that hys-
teresis effects produce a certain amount of scatter in the results, and the thermally
induced variation in the bridge resistance leads to the difficulty in maintaining a
balanced condition. Furthermore, it is hard to choose the actual quantitiea of d-
and q-axis currents to simulate a real load condition. More recently, a static test
11
in conjunction wilh a no-load ttst was reported to determine the parametersl3S).
Althoup;h this metbod is convuie:nt for practical use by avoiding measurinp; load
angle, it is conducted under two assumptions: (i) Eo. X, are independent of J~; (ii)
XI. is independent of I,. Both these assumptions are not reaJistic.
Accurate torque angle measurement is essential for the proper ev&1uation of
motor performance. The torque angle is also an important control parameter for
variable frequency inverter driven PM motors. It is ohvioUB that the measurement
is required within an interval of time that should be very small compared to the
mechanical time constant of the machine. In addition, with increasing emphasis on
on-line digital control, it has also become neces.sary to obtain the quantities of load
angle in digital form. Therefore, the col1ventional stroboscopic method{22, 33J is
no longer suitable for practical application. Due to the inherent features of a PM
motor, the precision of measured torque an&ie is highly relaLed to the accuracy of the
positioning of zero torque &n!le. But so far, to the best of the author's knowledge,
either approxima.te: methods are available or an auxiliary prime mover(22, 33] is
required to locate the position of zero torque angle.
After this brief examination of current status, it is fair to say that although
impressive progress has been made in the development of PM moton, there are
still many challenging problems waiting for solutions.
1.3 Thesis Objectives and Outline
In this study, efforts are directed to develop a complete and practical procedure
for the steady-state and dynamic performance analysis of PM synchronous motors
with the objectives of provit:ing accun.te engineering infonnation while, at the same
12
time, retaining an efficient calculation process with low computational effort.
To this end, the major feature in this study is the combination of finite element
analysis with lumped pat'ameter ,ircuit model. This appruach can not only greatly
simplify the analysis and evaluation of machine performance, hut also complete
the two-dimensional (20) finite element method by introducing the possibilit} to
take into account the 3D part of the machine. Another advantage is the ability to
consider such a machine as a component of a much wider system. This approach
will involve two coordinated stages. One is to develop a unified lumped parameter
circuit model applicable for both the steady-state and dynamic analysis. The other
stage is to extract individual lumped parameters from the associated fin:te element
solutions based on corresponding equivalent circuits, each with a predetermined
topology.
In this study, static magnetic field calculation will be applied to determine
the load-dependent parameters XII, X q and Eo of a PM motor for different load
conditions. Time-varying eddy-current field calculation will be u!ICd to get the
starting parameters and serve as the investigation of dynamic behaviours. As an
integral part of this study, some novel measurcment tcchniques arf: developed to
verify the theoretical results in a laboratory set-up.
An outline of the remaining chapters of this thesis is given as follows:
Using coordinate transformation and matrix technique, a unified lumped pa-
rameter model is developed in Chaptcr 2 for investigating both the steady-state
and dynamic behaviours. In terms of the developed mathcmatical model, IlOme
distinguishing features of PM motor are discussed. A per-phase equivalent circuit,
rather than the usual separated d-axis and q-axis equivalent circuita, is also pro-
13
posed to embody the saliency <-( a PM motor and account for the mBuenee of iron
losses on synchronous performance such as current, efficiency and power factor.
The finite element model for static magnetic field wculation is deacribed in
Chapter 3. For simulating a PM motor fed from voltage source supply, a practica1
procedure is proposed to accommodate the finite element model to voltage source
supply based on the Newton·Ra.phson iterative algorithm and updated parameter
evaluation in conjunction with a scheme for effective estimation of initia.l phase
current. The static magnetic field solutions are then applied to determine tb
saturated parameters X~, X, and Eo with different load conditions using a new
method, caJled the loading method, in which the effects of Eo variation with loads
and interaction between the d-axis and q-axis field are included. In addition, an
improved approach caJled the flux method is introduced to carry out the torque
calculatio:., by which the evaluated torque values are no longer 3usceptible to mesh
discretizatic.n. One adva.ntif;e of a field-based analysis is that a realistic assessment
can be made of iron losse3. For a b~ter evaluation of iron losses, the e1£ect of
distortion and minor loop of flux density profiles is also considered.
Chapter 4 starts with the presentation of time-varying eddy-current finite ele-
ment model for current source supply. In order to simplify the time-varying field
calculation, time-phasor is used to separate the time variable from the field equation
based on the introduction of equivalent reludivity in terms of magnetic energy. The
use of phasor analysis implies that field solutiolls do not need to be time-stepped,
giving a significant speed adva.ntage compared to time-stepped model. Experience
shows that time-stepping approach takes typically two or more orde.t1l of magni.
tude longer time than its complex phasor approach counterpart(36), which is not
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incapable of giving satisfactory accuracy based on the appropriate choosing of the
effective reluctivity. Then, in order to cope with voltage source, corresponding fi·
nite element formulae are derived with complete elimination of iterative process for
starting current. It follows that based on the solutions of nonlinear eddy-current
fields, a procedure for obtaining the starting parameters taking account of the sat-
uration and skin effect is developed. Finally, various starting performances are
examined.
The testing asped' of permanent magnet synchronous motor is dealt witl. in
Chapter 5. A modified load. test method is proposed to determine three important
load-dependent parameters X~, X 9 and Eo. The results bring forward a clear picture
of the impact of the assumption of constant Eo, as made in the earlier load test
method, on the value of X,J. In order to satisfy the needs for improved accuracy
and fast data sampling, a microprocessor.based. digital torque angle measurement
system ill developed. At the same time, a scheme for accurately positioning the
zero torque angle and avoiding access to the internal construction of a motor is
described.
As an application example of the developed simulation and testing techniques
in the preceding chapters, a laboratory 1 hp <t:-·pole intcrior.type PM motor is
employed for detailed investigation in Chapter 6. Various simulation and test results
of synchronous and starting performances are provided.
The summary and conciusiollll of this thesis and the contributions of this ~tudy
are highlighted in Chapter 7, together with suggestions for further study in this
Chapter 2
Lumped Parameter Model
[0 this chapter, a. generalized lumped parameter model is derived. A per-phase
equivalent circuit wiu be introduced to account (or the saliency of a PM motor and
the influence of iron losses.
2.1 Generalized System Equation
The performance analysis of a PM synchronous motor can be initiated by
developing the system model equations in matrix form. Analysis will be ~ven for
the 3-phase motor, since this class of PM motor is the mOllt likely candidate for
wide industrial drive applications. The standard two-axis theory with fixed rotor
reference frame will be used. A transformation that compactlll the three-phase
model to such an equivalent two-phase description is Dot difficult to find. In fad,
a large number of such transformations exist. However, it is desirable to utilize a
particular transformation for the voltage and currents such that the representation
of electrical power in the machine is preserved. As a result, the developed torques
are invariant over the transformation. At the same time, it would be convenient
thlLt the transformation be the same for both \'Qlta&e and current. Assuming tbat a
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square transformation matrix leI satisfies these two requirements of invariant power
and identical transformations for both current and voltage, the variables {i}dc and
{V}..k in 3-phase abc system are transformed to a new set of variables {il""o and
{v}JqO in dqO system by
{o) .... =[C]{o) •••
Power invariance is described by
H~.o{i),,, = ([C] {o)...,)'([C] {i).,,)
{o):••ICJ'[C]{i)."
where superscript t denotes the transpose of the variable. Therefore.
{C]'[C]=[lj
(2.1)
(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)
where [I} is an identity matrix. Thus, a necessary condition 00 the transformation
matrix [e) satisfying the requirements of invariant power and identical transforma-
tions for both current and voltage is
[Cr'=[CJ' (2.5)
That is, the transformation matrix [e) must be Hermitian or orthogonal. Equiva.
lently, [e] must be unitary.
It is noted that once the transformations of both current and voltage are spec·
ified, the transformation of impedance is automatically determined by
{V}dqO [Cj{O).k = [C]IZI." {i)."
[CI [ZJ.,,[Cr' {i),,, = [ZJ,,, {i).... (2.6)
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Therefore,
IZI"" - [C) [Z)... [Cr' -IC) IZJ,..ICj' (2.7)
For the model of a PM motor under investigatloD, the following 15pecifie matrix
(e] will be applied to define the transformation of variables from the stationary
reference frame abc to the rotor reference frame dq0137)
(2.8)
where 8. is the angle between the d·axis and the axis of phase A. It can be easily
verified that this transformation matrix [el satisfies the requirements of invariant
power and identical transformation for both cunent and voltage using the condition
of £qn. (2.5). Since three-phase PM motors usually bave balanced wye-connected
or della-connected windinp with no neutral connection and tbus effectively have
only blo indepeodalt phases, tbe transformation matrix [Cj can be further reduced
to the £ollowio.,; form in the absence of zero-sequence component
(2.9)
When such a transformation is applied to the variables of a three.phase PM motor,
the three-phase symmetrical windings A, B and C can be replaced by equivalent
two-phase windings d and q as shown in Fig. 2.1, in which the magnets are identified
by i, and rotor cage is represented by equivalent shorted D, Q windings.
If the three-phase terminal voltages are
['_] [v'2V""wt ]VB = ../2v cos(wt - 12(0)Vc ../2Vcos(wt-2400) (2.10)
rotor
)
stator
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Figure 2.1: Physical. model of a PM motor
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then through commutator transformation described by £qn. (2.9), the correspond-
ing voltages in dqO system will be
(2.11)
For such an equivalent primitive commutator machine, with the conventional di-
rections sbown in Fig. 2.1 And subject to molor conventions, the system governing
equat;on can be written as
{v}: (ZIF) : ((RJ + (LJp+IGj<.>,.){i) (2.12)
(2.14)
(2.13)
(2.15)
where p is the derivative operator. The diagonal resistance matrix (R). symmetric
inductaoace matrix (LI and asymmetric torque matrix [G] are given by Eqns. (2.l3)·
(2.15), respectively
[R] =diag(rttrhrU,r2<jo,rJ)
[
L'OLO'OO]OL, L.... O
(L] = L.~ 0 LD 0 0
o L.., 0 LQ 0
o 0 0 0 0
[
0 L. 0 L.. 0 ]-L~ 0 -L... 0 -L....
(Gj= 0 0 0 0 G
o 0 0 0 0
o 0 0 0 0
and the voltage and current vectors are given by Eqns. (2.16) aDd (2.17), respec·
lively
{i} = {i" i, iD 10 i/}' (2.17)
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where suffixes d and q denote the d·a.xis and q-axis qu;mtities of the stator, re-
spectively; suffixes D and Q denote the d-axis and q-iLXis quantities of the rotor,
respectively. Letter L denotes the inductances, and suffix m denotes the mutual
quantities between d-axis and q-axis. The magnet is represented by equivalent
current iI whose value is defined by
(2.18)
where Eo is the induced phase voltage in abc system by the magnet only under
synchronous speed. The torque matrix is derived (rom the fact that the motion
induced voltage terms are the ones that contribute to the electromechanical power
conversion process and, therefore, are associated with the torque:
where P is the number of pole pairs.
It should be noted that equntions (2.12) and (2.19) are quite generil1. These
equations describe the steady-state as well as transient conditions. The parameten
in these equations will change with loads due to the effects of magnetic saturation
and skin effect. These load dependent parameters will be determined from finite
element solutions.
It can be underlltood that system equations (2.12) and (2.19) are applicable to
a PM motor fed by either voltage source or current source with fixed frequency or
variable frequency.
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2.2 Model Specialization
Although the established generalized system model equation (2.12) baa provided
the capability for complete analysis of any operation mode of a PM motor, it is still
advisable to specialize the generalized system equations for a particular operation
mode. It will Dot only simplify the calculation but also provide a .convenient way
to explore some distinguishing futures of a PM motor.
In Older to have a deep insight into the starting characteristics of a PM motor
fed from a fixed frequency source, two approaches cooperate to de&! with uyn-
chroDOW perfonnance during run·up. One is the quasi.dynamic analysis approach
with pseudo-constant speed characteristic. The other is tfUSlent a.nalysis approach.
The former can lead to An identification of different current and torque components
and presents a clear physical interprelation of the cause of each component, and
allow convenient para.meter sensitivity analysis on the overall system; while the
laUer will provide more detailed information such u possible demagoetizing t.ffect
on the magnets, maximum cuttent requirement for the converter and the time of
run-up to stable synchronization, as well as synchronization prouss.
2.2.1 Quasi·dynamic Model
The quasi-dynamic analysis model is based on the assumption tha.t the motor
operates under steady-state at each slip point during run-up assuming that the me-
chanical time constants are very large compa.red with the electrical time-constants.
Therefore, using quui-dynamic ana.lysis model, no electromagnetic transient is
taken into account.
U we assume IDa&Detic materials are linear, starting process can be treated as
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the superposition of two operation modes. One mode is tnc operation of an un-
symmetric asynchronous motor Mone. The other one is the operation mode of A
magnet-excited asynchronous generator with short-drcuit stator windings. How-
ever, saturation phenomenon in fact is unavoidable. This difficulty is surmounted
by adopting adjusted saturated parameters, where the interaction between the two
modes bas been appropriately considered. Consequently, the superposition scheme
is assumed [OI the analysis.
Unsymmetric Asynchronous Motor Mode
It bas been shown in Eqn. (2.11) that for balanced three phase terminal voltages,
the corresponding transformed two-phase voltages in the rotating rotor frame will
b.
[v'l =v'3v [ ",,(w' - 6,) 1=v'3v [,,,,(,w' +6)] (2.20)tit -SlD(wt - 6.) -SIR(8Wt +6)
where 3 is the slip. The value of 6 is the final angle at which the system would
have operated had the machine synchronized. The concern at hand is only run-
up that ends just under synchronism and not to synchronism, itself. In this cue,
the angle 6 is irrelevant and is equated to zero. Since aU the exciting functions
are sinusoidal and of the same angular frequency sw in d-q axis system, the use
of complex phaser is preferred. With V~ as reference phasor, the applied voltage
source can be expIes9ed as
(2.21)
The p operator of the impedance matrix CiLD. be replaced by j5l.lJ to obtain the
steady·state impedance matrix. U let p. =w./w = 1 - .s, then w. can be replaced
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by pow. Omittina: the row of the impedance matrix corresponding to permanent
magnet, because only &Synchronous motor mode is considered at hand, .....e have
[
r, +j,X" p.X" j,X.." IJX..]
(ZJ = ~~:: rl +g.sX, r:~~~D jlf~..., (2.22)
o jsX.... 0 ':2, + jsXQ
For the convenience of solving, it is suit.a.ble to eliminate the shorted rotor part
first, which leads to the reduc~ impedance matrix
(2.23)
Hence, the stator currenu can be figured out by the inverse of impedance matrix
IZ1. and we then proceed to obtain the shorted rotor currents in terms of rotor
voltage equations. Let the solutions be represented by
{j-}-(i; i; i); Po' r-{ A+iB C+iD E+iF G+iH r
(2.24}
where A, B, C, D, E, P, G and H are real and imaginary parls of each current,
respectivelYi and each is ... function of slip. For simplicity the superscripts m and 9
Are used for the motor mode and generator mode, respectively. The instiUltanoous
quantity of each current component correspond.i0ll: to asynchronous motor mode
win be {i;} {v'2(A<X>"W'-B'i.""')}tim} = ~;' = .,I2(Ccouwt-Dsin-'Wt)'/9 V2(Ecouwt - Fsin-'Wt)
io V2(Gcos-'Wt-Hsin-'Wt)
(2.25)
Magnet-excited A.ynchronous Generator mode
In this c.ase tbe stator windings are sborted and tbus V" = V. = O. At tbe
same time, it is obvious tbat no induced currents em! in the rotor windings, that
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is, i~ = it =o. It is also noted that the only excitation source w~Lm~iI is constant
and the steady-state impedance matrix is obtained by replacing p with zero, If the
term W~LmdiJ is moved to the left of the equality, Eqn. (2.12) can be written as
{ W.L~dil } = [-;Xd p~q1{ ~i }
The shorted-circuit currents in the stalor can be readily ohtll-ined M
Current of Each Winding
(2.26)
(2.27)
Superposing the results of the above two operating modes results in the d-q
axis instantaneous current components of each winding,
{i} ~ {i"} + {i'} (2.28)
The results can be transformed back to abc system to get the instantaneous value
of each phase current if necessary. For example, for A-phase in the absence or
zero-sequence component, the current iA becomes
(2.29)
The total instantaneous torque containing both average and pulsating components
can be determined by substituting equation (2.28) in the torque expression (2.19).
2.2.2 Transient Model
If both the mechanical and electromagnetic transients are needed to be included
in the analysis, a true transient model is necessary. In addition to the system
equation (2.12), the other oecessary equations to deal with transient behavior are
the mechanical equations as follows:
p5=w-w~ (2.30)
(2.31)
where Tc = {i}I{G]{i} is the eledre>-dyoa.mie torque defined hy Eqn. (2.19); TL
is the load torque; B is the friction mefficient; p is the time derivative and J is
the moment of inertiL From equations (2.12), (2.30) and (2.31), it is obviollSly
convenient to choose the four currents ill, i" iD and io, the rotor torque angle .5
and the rotor speed w~ as the state-variables. Thus, with necessary rearrangement
the above equations can be expressed in state variable form as
p5=w-w~
pw, - seT, - T.) - 'w,
pi" = i;(r1LDi" +L.Low~i, - L~r-uiD + L...LDW~iq - ..,!3LDV cos 0)
pi, = i;(-L"LQW~i" +r,Loi, - LaJLOW~iD - L_r'lJig - J3LoVsin.5
-L.,,,Lql.4iJ)
piD = ~(-rIL"",i" - L.ML~~i, +L"r-uiD - L"",L.~io +V3L.."V coao)
pig = i;(L.,L"""~i,, - rlL...i. + L.,."L.,.w~iD +L,r2,iq +V3L••V.in5
+L.4L...w~iJ)
(2.32)
where 6" = L~" - L"LD , ~ = L~, - L,LO' 0 = wi - 8~. It is noted that the
system of stale-variable equations is nonlinear which implies thal the simulation of
run-up response of a PM motor can only be achieved by solving the equation (2.32)
numeri<:&1.ly.
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2.2.3 Synchronous Operation Model
Upon considering synchronous behavior of this system, it iii only a. matter of
setting the derivative terms to zero and w, =w or J =O. Due to iv = iQ = 0, in
terms of equations (2.20) and (2.22) the system equation in reduced order form
is given as
{ -""V,in' } [" X.]{i,}
-J3Vcos6 + J3Eo = -X,j r\ iq (2.33)
where 6 is the torque angle. Therefore, equation (2.33) can be easily solved to get
{ i,}_~{ V(X.",o-",in')-E,X, } (2.34)i, - rl+X,jX, -V(rl cos 6 + XJ,sin6) + Eor.
Correspondingly, the torque equation (2.19) can be reduced to
(2.35)
Substituting equation (2.34) into Eqo. (2.35), onc can readily obtain the overall
torque characteristic of a PM motor. At this stage, it is neressary to c1ariCy one
of the distinguishing features of PM motors, that is, L,J < L,_ Since permanent
magnets usually have a relative permeability cla"e to that of froe space, for interior-
type PM motor, the magnet thicknesses appear as large-series air gaps in the d·axis
magnetic flux paths. The q.axis magnetic ftux CaJ:l pass through the ferromagnetic
pole pieces without crossing the magnet and therefore the stator pbaae inductance
is noticeably higher with q.axis rotor orientation. One of the most important
consequences of having Ld < L9 can be seen in the torque versu' torque angle
characteristic, which can be derived from Eqn. (2.35). Substituting equation (2.34)
into Eqn. (2.35) while neglecting the stator resistance to make the interpretation
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of the results str~ght£orwatd Ieads to
T
c
_ ~(EoVsin6_~(...!-_..!..)siD26J
wX~ 2XJX,
Tet sin6 +T.., sin 'l!
where
(2.36)
T., (2.37)
and P is pole pairs, V is per phase applied. voltage. Compared with a conventional
synchronous molor, for which X~ > XI' the rehctance torque Ta is reverxd in
sign. It implies that, at normal supply volt~e. the taLa! torque can be n~ative
between 6 =0 and 6 = 60 as indica.ted in Fig. 2.2. Since 6 = 0 is ~erally an
unstable point, the n~load opera.1ion of a PM motor occurs at 6 :: 60. This means
that at no-load neither the d·a.xis nor the q axis is aligned with the axis of armature
flux. The reason is that in this range of torque angles the reluctance torque tends
to align the rotor q-axis with the armature curren'. whereas the magnet Bux lends
to align the d·axis with the flux axis produced by J.phue armature currenl.ll. Since
the reluctance torque nries with sin 26 and the magnet alignment torque varies
with sin 6, there are ranges of 6 in which these torques are additive, resulting in a
higher pull.out torque than would be obtained witb either by itself. The va.lue of
Co can be approximately derived by manipulating Eqn. (2.36) as
(2.38)
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T.
Figure 2.2: Typical torque versus torque angle characteristics or an interior-type
PM motor
d·axisp! ----------Xphase axis
Figure 2.3: PM motor phasor diagram ignoring iron lou
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2.3 Per-phase Equivalent Circuit
It is wdl known tbat, Cor salient-pole synchronous machines, two separate! d·
axil and q-axi, equivalent circuits as well as a phuor diayam are usually employed
to deal with synchroooul performance analysis. As imp~ved computation oC losses
and efficiency are required, a per-phase equivalent circuit will be more useful.
With reference to the phasor diagriUll shown in Fig. 2.3, which ignores iron
losses, the voltage equation can be expressed as
v = -Eo + ftr} + jil %1 + ji,JX...d +ji,x...,
-Eo + flrt + ji1zI + jitX"" + jiJ(X",J - X.... )
-Eo + ilra + jitz i + jitx..., +i l cos fJsin I1(X,J - X,) +iii 0052,8{(X" - X,)]
where
%. =005
2 P(X" - X,»)
(2.39)
(2.'0)
(2.41)
It is interesting to Dote tbat with the introduction of two parameters T. and z..
only phase current 110 rather than d-q axis components 1" and If. appean in the
voltage equation (2.39). Tbis suggests that a per-phue equivalent circuit can be
constructed, at sbown in Fig. 2.4. It is noted from equations (2.40) and (2.41) tha.t,
if the machine has DO saliency, rc and Zc become zero and the equivalent circuit
assumes the same form as for the cylindrical-rotor machine. The parameters r. and
z. will also become saturated, because they depend on XII and X, which vary with
load conditions. It can be observed from Eqns. (2.40) and (2.41) that z. can be
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negative for permanent magnet machines as x~ < X,i and r. can be either posith-e
or nq;ative dependint; on the excitation angle fl.
Since the phasor diagram in Fig. 2.3 and the per-phase equivalent circuit in
Fig. 2.4 ignore iron and stray-load losses, corresponding performance evaluation
should be rq;arded all approximate. In order to further include iron and Shay-load
I~ses. a modified per.phase equivalent circuit is proposed as shown in Fig. 2.5(a).
A shunt resistor T. is placed across the internal voltage E, to account for the voltage
dependent iron loss. At the same time, another resistor r. is placed across the stator
leakage reactance %1 to a.ccouill for the current dependent stray-load losses.
Parameter r. can be determined in terms of finite element-based calculation of
iron loss, Pc, det&i.b of which will be desaibed in the next chapter. The va.lues of
T. wually vary with the 10&<l. conditionlJ. For a .pecific load, then
(2.42)
Stray.load losses are comprised or many intricate components, not just additional
iron loss due to the slator leakage Hux. The value o( stray-load losses, P., may
be computed by conventional method under a given rated operating condition(42).
The equivalent resistance representing the stray-load losses an be evaluated (rom
p.
T'=3I{1
where If is a component o( the Tms value of the ra.ted current.
(2.43)
It may be computationally convenient to further convert the connection betwccn
r. and %1 £rom parallel to series as shown in Fig. 2.5(b): the two component. or the
equivalent series impedance are
(2.44)
m. . x...,V -Eo ~t-e.
where
re = (Zol - %q) cos{J sin,8
%. = (z. - %,) 0092 (J
Figure 2.4: Per-phase equivalent circuit of PM motor ignoring iron loss
i' "
1
I.
x~
t-e.
(.)
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CJDo, ~_,;_!Lr.-~ r. '. ~z1 .. .1 lie IIV -Eo rc x...,-t-e.
~)
Figure 2.5: Modified Per-phase equivalent circuit of PM motor taking into account
iron and stray-load loua
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(2.45)
Furthermore, rl and r, can be combined to give
(2.46)
Therefore, the introduction of the adjusted pa.r.uneters ~ and :r~ can serve all an
aid to include the effect of stray-load losses. Correspondingly, the adjusted phasot
diagram can be expressed .s Fig. 2.6, where
i: =i, +j. (2.47)
",d
i,~-! (2.48)
<,
The above developed lumped parameter model for a PM motor ball provided a
framework for the performance prediction of both synchrooous operation and sLut-
ing process. However, the effectiveness of the model aDd the accuracy of the re-
sulting: simulation results ",ill definitely rest on how close those adopted lumped
pUiLUleters in the model can represent a hue operating condition. This will be the
topic of the next two chapters.
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d-axisPI ----------A:phase axis
Figure 2.6: Adjusted PM motor pbasor diagram taking into account iron and stray-
load losses
Chapter 3
Simulation of Synchronous
Performance
In this chapter, the finite element model for static magnetic field calculation is
described. In order to simulate voltage source supply, a Newton·Ra.phson iterative
procedure is presented based on the updated parameter evaluation. Then, a new
method is proposed to determine the three important synchronous parameters XII,
x~ and Eo from load field solutions.
3.1 Introduction to Finite Element Method
The finite element analysis is based on a variational approach according to
which the field problem is formulated in terms of a variational expression called
energy functional. In most engineering applicatione, this expression can be identi-
fied with the energy stored in the system. Minimization of the energy functional
leads to Euler equation which is the partial differential equation describing the field.
The field problem is solved by searching for a function that minimizee the energy
functional directly, instead of attempting to solve the differential equation. Natural
boundary conditions which are abo known as Neumann boundary, are implicit in
34
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the energy functional formulation. In order to implement tbe varia-tional approach
by meAnS of numerical computations, tbe continuous function representing the ex-
act solution of the problem is approximated by fundions defined over each of the
discrete elements into which the field region is subdivided.
Two dimensional (2D) finite element analysis is applied to obtain complete
solution or the field in a cross-section of a PM motor under actual load conditions.
The magnetic field prevailing in the interior of the machine can be described in terms
of the vector potential A. In tW<>--dimen,ionaJ reclant;U1a.r coordinates, nonlineM
m&!I1elost.atic Poisson equMion problem is
n, f.(V~)+~(V*)~-J
1111: A=Ao
"2: /I~=-HI=J~ (3.1)
where A and J are the z components of A and J, respectively. n is the domain
of the region under CODlideration. "I and '2 denote the Dirichlet boundary and
Neumann boundary, respectively. The kind of inhomogeneow Neumann boundary
conditKlO will occur if surface current. density J. exists over t.he interface between
the air sub-region and iron sub-region. tettin!
B=rotA (3.2)
The equivalent varia.tional expIellsion to the a.bove CIl&1I1I of nonlinear magnetic field
problelN can be written &II
{ W(A) = fJQ(f," v.d. - JA)d,d. - f. J.A" - mi.. (3.3)
-'1: A=Ao
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Details are given in Appendix B. The interpolating function is chosen to be a
polynomial whose order depends on the number of nodes in each element. In view
of the large amount of details and hence of the large number of elements required to
describe the contour of the lamination and slots, it is convenient to choose triangular
elements, each having three nodes coinciding with the vertice3. The corresponding
interpolating function is the linear polynomial:
(3.4)
The coefficients ai, 0"2, 0:3 may be found from the three simultaneous equations
which are obtained by requiring the potential to assume vertex values Ai. Aj , Am
at the three vertices
where
01 = ~(aiAi +ajA; +amAm)
02 = ~(b;Ai +bjA j +b",A )
0"3 =k(C;Ai +CjA; +e",A ) (3.5)
Qj =Xi'll ... - 'l/jXm ; Qj = :z:... 'l/i - '1/",%;; am = Xi'llj - y,Xj;
b,=yj-Ymi bj=Ym-Yi; b".=Yi-Yi;
c; = x", - Xi; Ci = Xi - X",i c". = Xi - Xii
and A represents the surface area of the triangle. By inserting Eqn. (3.5) into
Eqn. (3.4), the interpolating function in terms of the values of A at the nodes can
be expressed as follows:
(3.6)
where
N; = -k(ai +biX +C;y)
Ni = ~(ai+ 6j% +CiY)
N. = ~(a... +"-%+c....~)
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(3.7)
arc the so-caBed shope function at the node I (1 = i,j,m).
Since the values of A and B art: defined everywhere in terms of the value of A at
the nodes, the minimization of the energy functional of Eqn. (3.3) is performed by
setting the first derivative of the function&! with respect to every node of A equal
to zero so that
ow
alA) =0 (3.8)
where {Alis the set of nodal vector potentials in region n. To achieve this mini-
mization, it is convenient to separate the global energy functional into iu element
components W. and to minimize one triangle at a time:
w-tw,=t,j·/ (!.Bvbdb_JA)",d,_!. J,Ad,] (3.9)
••1 .-1 10. 0 .,.
where E is the totaJ. number of elements in ~on n. Equation (3.8) CAD now be
rewrittenu
(3.10)
Introducing the value of W.. from Eqn. (3.10) and differentiating with respect to
the nodal potential AI giV6
a~~;) fin.<iBLB /lbdb*-JM;)d:tdy - L. J.M;d$
ffo,(IIBt/},-Jtx,)d:tdY- L,J.M;d.! (3.11)
Differentiation with. respe<:tto AI clearly produces zero unless I is one of the nodes of
th.e element e under con.sid~ation. Thus Eqn. (3.11) is an expresion in only tb.ree
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variables A,. Realizing that B is constant throughout the element and assuming
that J in the element and J. along the Neumann boundary (including interface
between two materials) of the element are also constant, one can obtain
Since A varies linearly over the triangle and assuming the Neumann boundary is
defined by the side connecting node j and m, then
Jfo. Adxdy = Ac6.
I., ... Ads = ~(A.i + Am)
(3.13)
(3.14)
where Ac = l(A; + Ai + Am) is the centroid value of A in the element; 3; is the
length of side;;n. Obtaining the partial derivative with respect to A, yields
~~: = il5.{(bl +cnA.: + (bibj +c;cj)Aj + (b;bm+c;c",)Am]- T= 0
~~; = ~[(bibi + C;Cj)Ai + (b~ +cDAj +(bAli +cjc",)Am]- T-J;!J i =0
::: = ii/(b;b", + c;cj)Ai + (bjbm +cjc",)Aj + (b~ +c~)Aml-T_J;Si =0
(3.15)
This set of equations can be written in matrix form as
[K.]{A.) = {p.} (3.16)
In order to obtain a cofre3ponding discrete representation for the entire problem,
it is only necessary to write one equation similar to Eqn. (3.16) for each and every
3.
triangle in the grid. The resulting assembly of alr;ebraic equations may then be
combined as indicated in [38J, to obtain a single matrix equation:
[K]{A): {P) (3.17)
Since anyone node is connected to a. limited numbe.r of other nodes only, the
stiffness matrix (K) is sparse with the noDzerO terms bunched together along the
diagonal. The stiffness matrix is a.lso symmeuiul. tha.t is [KI = [K]I. Finally, (K)
is poeitive definite. These properties are favourable to reduce the storage and use
certain solution methods.
The nonlinearity of the problem is p~ed, since (KJ depends Dot only on the
shape and size of each triangle, but also on the reluctivity 11 which depends on {A} .
The most common method of solution . to the system of nonlinear equations
is the Newton-Rapbson(N-R) algorithm which starts from an assumed value for the
reluctivity 11 and proceeds by means of iterations(38]. In each iteratioD v is updated
with respect to tbe B - H characteristics of the materials.
3.2 Finite Element Model
In the foUowinr; diSCUS!toD, a 4-pole, 2S bp, interior-type PM motor will 5en-e
aa an ilIuatrative workiog model. Periodicity conditions are invoked to reduce tbe
area of the motor to be discretized, one pole being sufficient in this case, as shown
in the Fig. 3.1. The number of stator slots is 48 and the coil pitch is 1 - 11.
Individual phase windinp A, B, and C are located in the stator slots witli the axis
of A-phase in alignment with the d-axis.
'0
c
Figure 3.1: Cross section view of one pole of a. 4-pole interior-type PM molor
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Basic Assumptions
ror two-dimensional finite element a.calysis of magnetostatic field, the following
assumptions afe made:
1. The magnetic field is contained in the geometry.
2. The .....agoetic field distribution inside the motor is constant along the axial
direction and eod effect is taken into account by the end leakage impedance.
3. The permanent magnet is represented by current density sheets.
4. The re\uctivity is a unique function of the flux density, i.e. nonlinearity is
allowed but not hysteresis.
5. Eddy currents in the iron are ignored.
Although the above assumptions are used in formulating the finite element analysis,
assumption 4. and 5. are relaxed when calculating iron losses.
Modeling of Permanent magnet
Since modern permanent magnets, such as NdFeB and Samarium-Cobalt, have
practically linear characteristics over the normal operating range, the recoil lines
can be described as
(3.18)
where if, H" and Jl are magnetic field intensity, coercive force and permeability,
respectively. Then
(3.19)
where j denotes the source current density. H Hf is considered as uniform within
each element of the rna3nel, fie ma.y vary only acrou the clement boundaries and
thus the effect of permanent magnet can be replaced by a surface current surround·
ing the magoet element
(3.20)
where n is the unit normal pointing out of the element boundary. Particularly, in
the case of uniform magnetization within the entire magnet, the surface current will
exist only at th~ bound&I}' between the magnet and the other maleriaJs. Hence,
£qQ. (3.19) can be written in the form
(3.21)
This equation (3.21) implies thu permanent ffiayleb can be simply modeled ...
conduding current sheets surrounding a materiaJ having a permeability equal to
the recoil permeability of tbe material.
Representation of the Armature MMF
A balanced three-phase system of curre.:!;'! in a balanced three-phase winding
set3 up a space magnetomotive force (MMF), the fundameotal of which is constant
in magnitude and rotates at a .constant synchronoul aogular velocity. Let the
currents be
l ...co,,(wt+{J)
I",CO.J{wt+{J-IW·)
J,.co.s{wt+{J-24D-)
(3.22)
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where P is the phue IUl&le at time 1:ero. Sioce the stator MMF due to all phases is
in alignment with the p&rt.iculu phase which is curying the maximum current, it
is convenient to choose the axis of phase A itS a. lime-axis, as shown in the related
time-space vector diagram of Fis:. 2.3. In this cue, the initial phase an&le fJ of
sta-tor current i1 is &.Iso the space antic between the slAtor MMF, p. and the rotor
field MMF, 1'/. In addition. whichever particular instant is taken tor consideration,
it will make no difference due to MMF waves moving synchronously with the time
vectors. Let wt = 0 in Eqn. (3.22), namely
(3.23)
In such it. case, the value of (J in [qn. (3.23) wiU be the space angle between the
MMFs of stator and rotor. This will simulate different armature reacttons under
any load conditions. Two particular cases are taken as examples: i) fJ = 0 is d-uia
reactioD; i i) fJ =90- i, characterized by q-a.xis read.ioD.
Boundary-value Problem
Since an equivalent current s.heet approach, J: =He can be used to model the
permanent magnets adequately, a field problem can be analyzed by U9ing a vector
potential function A. For two-dimensional planar analysis, the vector Aand source
current density J conY.in ooly out-of-plane(Z-direction) components aod thU9 act
as scalar. There£ore, the boundary-value problem of & PM motor can be expressed
;;('~l+ ~(.~) =-J
AIDA = Ales = 0
AlAs:: -Aloe
"~It - ..~~ ::H~~ ::J. (3.24)
where I is the interface. The source current density J can be easily assessed ac-
cording to Eqn. (3.23) for a given value of Pcorresponding to a specified load.
According to variational principle, the equivalent variational exprC!sion to the
above class of nonlinear magnetic field problems can be written as
W(A) = Jfo(k8 vbdb - JA)dxdy -lJ.Adl =miD
A IDA = AleB = 0
AIAB = -Aloe (3.25)
where W(A) is the energy functional. The required solution to the field problem
can be obt.a.ined by discretizing and further minimizing the energy function with
respect to each of the nodal poteotials as described in section 3.1.
3.3 Implementation with Current Source
In the case of a PM motor fed from current source, the implementation of
finite element analy.is is relatively straightforwArd under any prescribed set of
currents in a machine. Different operating modes with a current source inverter
can be simulated just by shifting the angle f3 between the stator and rotor MMFs
in Eqn. (3.23). The angle f3 is also defined as the torque angle of a synchronous
motor when fed from a current source, as the torque is a function of the angle f3[39].
The whole torque characteristic of a PM motor can be obtained by varying the angle
P from O· to 1800. Fig. 3.2 .bows a flow chart for evaluating the performance of
pr. -P(l)+(.-l .t>.p
determine £o(lJ), X~(P),Xq(P)
.lop
"
Figure 3.2: Flowchart for evaluating PM motor performance fed from current source
-_...
Figure 3.3: Torque characteristic with stator current II = 35A
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a. PM motor fed from a. current source. Fig. 3.3 contains the resulb of the torque
versus torque angle characteristics of the model shown in Fig. 3.1 with constant
stator current h = 35A. It is to be noted that a PM synchronous motor drive fed
from a current source inverter is usua.lly operated under specific power (&ClOf in
favour of proper thyristor commutation process. From Fig. 3.3 it is seen that there
are two values of {J which result in the same value of torque and hence power for
the same speed. Therefore, before deciding on the strategies to be adopted it is
important to know the operating region of the angle fJ positions. From the phasor
diagram of Fig. 2.3, it is apparent that if {3 is less than 90°, the motor operates
at a lagging power factor and the inverter used in the drive has to employ forced
commutation. However, if fJ is greater than 900 , the motor operates at either a
leading or lagging power factor. Since the motor may now operate at a. leading
power factor, it is possible to have a load corrunutated thyristor inverter system. in
view of the fact that power factor angle is the result of the field solutions rather than
the prescribed quantity, two approaches can be employed to obtain the simulation
results corresponding to a specific power factor condition. One is searching for &
particular angle fJ to satisfy the specific power factor by an iterative procedure. The
other one is directed towards investigating a certain region which is sure to include
that actual operating point by shifting the angle fJ sequentially from fJI to P.. by
incremental 6.fJ as shown in the flowchart of Fig. 3.2. The detail! for obtaining
saturated parameters Eo(fJ), X~(fJ) and X,(P) and performance quantities T(fJ),
cos(fJ), V(fJ) will be described in the section 3.5.
It is also to be noted that the use of a value of torque angle greater than 900 mAy
mean operativn in the unstable part of the torque versus torque angle chraderistic
(3,27)
(3,26j
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as shown in Fi!:. 3.3. However, stahle operation is pouible because of the nature
of the feedback which hold, fJ CODstant.
3.4 Implementation with Voltage Source
In the cue of a PM motor fed from voltage source, the implementation of finite
element analysi. is somewhat troublesome. The problem may be stated as (nDow,:
Given ·,be supply voltage, determine the current in each winding, load angle ..ad
pow~r (actor as well as the torque at the prescribed terminal voltage condition.
For the same illustrative working model shown in Fig. 3.1, specifying the quan-
tity of fJ in Eqn. (3.23) will lead to the setting of the identical value Pof the space
angle between the MMFs of the stator and rotor. Tbis will effectivdy simulate
different umature reactions under any load condition. 10 kIDg as the amplitude of
current, J.... related to a specific load is determined. or the two unknown variables,
fJ and I". in Eqn. (3.23), it is expedient to choose {J as independent variable in
connection witb different load conditions. The nason is that the variable I. is not
a monotonical function of load angle 6, but fJ is. This argument can be verified as
follows:
Referring to the phuor di~am Fig. 2.1, we have
6 = tan-I {~~S;~::Pr~~t~~~X)
The first derivative of Eqn. (3.26) with respect to fJ giVeII
6''''!!!.. = .&(~fJXf +sinfJrd + ltXdX, +Itrr
8fJ sec2 6(Eo + It.infJrl + It coefJX.. )'
It can be seen tb&.t 6' ~ 0 if fJ:5 90°, and also 6' 2: 0 when fJ > 90" so long M
II> Eo(lcos.L~·+-r;infJrd (3.28)
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For actual motor parameters, tltis requirement will be well satisfied. Therefore, (j is
a monotonically inc.:rt:asing function of power angle 6, and any value of fJ between O·
and 180· will represent a physical operation mode and assures a definite solution.
According to the phasor diagram of Fig. 2.6, the externally applied voltage "Ii
can he expressed as
where
"Ii = -Eo+jjdXmd,Xmq}+jj~Z~+T~j;
= -E; +jj:x~ + r~i; (3.29)
(3.30)
i: , ~ and x~ are defined by Eqns. (2.44) to (2.47) and E; is the internal induced
voltage due to resultant airgap 6ux. IT a motor is powered by a voltage source
inverter, x~ and ~ have to be used as equivalent circuit parameters to include
the impact of the power switching elements. Referring to Eqns. (2.42), (2.41) and
(2.48), and projecting the external voltage V on the d-axis and q-axis, one hu
Vd = -sinc;Ei+I1(r~cos,8-x~sin.8)-.§sin5ir;-.§cos6i~ (3.31)
r~ r~
V. = cosc;E, +II(::t~ cos{J +r; sin,8) +.§ cos 6;ri - §. sin 6;%~ (3.32)
rc rc
",d
(3.33)
The spedfication of the current 11 (or 1m = .;'211 ) related to a prescribed .8 for
finite element analysis entails a special treatment, since the value of II satisfying
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Eqn. (3.33) is not available apriori until E; is obhined from field solutions. There-
(ore, an iterative procedure is needed to cope with the problem. Since Newton·
Raph50D method converges rather rapidly, it is suitable to employ the N_ton·
Rapb.son algorithm to the iterative prooess. Making use of the following equations
(3.34)
(3.35)
The derivative of V with respect to It will give
V'{l.) = ~(V..VJ +V,V;)
= b{V..[(-11sinPX....,)'+~cosfJ-r.sin,81
+V.!(Eo +II cos (JX"...)' +%, ccsfJ+ risinpJ}
= ~{V..[(-E;siD6;fII+r;,C04P-~sin,8)
+V.[(E;OOI!I6; - Ee)/11 +r. COIfJ +r~sintJJ} (3.36)
where the prime indicates the operaiioo of derivative. The current amplitude 1.
for a specific angle {J. therefore, is updated in each iteration as;
p~+ll = 1~1 + V~;)(Vo _ Vii»)
= J!:.'+t1I... (3.37)
where Vo is the prescribed quantity, and V(il and VI{;j are the calculated values
based on the field solutions in the itb iteration loop under the current setting of
I~). that is
VIi) = {[-EJil sin6j') + I!')(r~ cos,B- Z;sin,B)]2
+!E!i1cos 6!') + I:i)(r~sin,B+ ~ cos,B)J2}1/2 (3.38)
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ond
vl(i) vk{vJ i )[( -Eli) sin ~;)I Ifi' + r~ (OSp - ;t'~ sin.81
+Vq(il[(E!') cos6~;1 - £oJ/l1') +:z:~ cos{1 + r: sinpJ} (3.39)
as well as
(3.40'
where Eo employs its open-circuit value, and it is to be noted that internal voltage
Eli), internal load angle 6l i ', iron loss pJi) will be updated along with the adjusted
value of ]'" at each iteration. The details for obtaining these quantities will be
given in the next section. This procedure will be repeated until the convergence
criterion is satisfied
(3.41)
As a result, the convergent value of current 1m will he the quantity truly related to
a specific phase angle /1. Using the same procedure, the value of [",(n» EiC"', b;(",
over its entire operating range can he obtained by setting different phase angle {3,
where the subscript n with parenthesis indicates each individual operating point.
For the Newton·Raphson iterative scheme to converge, however, it must begin
from an initial value that is close to the correct one. This value of J!:lnl can
be determined in terms of the voltage equation (3.33) by inserting the updated
parameters obtained from the solution of the last load condition.
In accordance with this scheme, it is advisable to investigate the whole range
of operation step by step in such a regular way so that the current phase angle fJ
has to be shifted sequentially from small to large value with the increase of load
.,
angle 6 or inverse. In sueb a. case, the obtained initial nlue is fairly close to the
final convergent value. Practical applications show that the obtained initial value
in many cases is simply just the final convergent value. At the worst case, only a
couple of iterations are needed to converge to its final values as shown in Fig. 3.4.
Fig. 3.3 shows a flow chart for evaluating the synchronous performance of a PM
motor with voltage source inverter supply throughout its operating ran~.
3.5 Parameter Determination and Performance
Prediction
Accurate performance prediction, rather than the details of magnetic field dis-
tribution, is the final aim by finite element analysis. In this section, some schemes
are proposed to extract the engineering information from the field solutions.
3.5.1 Parameters
Due to the saturatioD in the rotor and stator iron, the d·axis quantities and
q-ilXis quantities are 00 Ionser independent of each other. For example, the q·a.xis
path hu a low reluctance and, u a. result of q-a.xis a.rma.ture readion, may ha.ve a
considera.ble effect on the sa.tura.bon of the rotor pole tip a.nd the magnetic bridge
regioo betweeo the rotor bar and the corners ofma~et. This situat)oo will abo have
an inftuence on the reluctance of the d·axis path and therefore cause a change in
the magnet operating point and hence the field. However, the conventional method
for obwoing saturated parameters, if expressed by its mathematical model, will be
in the form
(3.42)
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of estimated initial slator current with the convergent
values and measured data
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input da.ta
obtain Eo = EO(opm) by rEM
nonlinear field ualytis by rEM
Iupdate Ei'len), VI{·) I
eva!uateV{i), VI(·;
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Figure 3.5: Flowchart for evaluating PM motor performance fed from voltage source
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The limitations of the conventional method are:
• Excitation voltage Eo produced by permanent magnets is unaffected by ar-
mature reactions.
• Effects of interaction between the d-axis and q-axis field on the value of the
saturated parameters are not taken into account.
A proposed method, called the loading method, is applied to determine the satu-
rated parameters[40]. Its mathematical model can be expressed as
(3.43)
It can he seen that this method enables the values of saturated parameters to
conform to actual operating conditions. Unlike in equation (3.42), the parameters
Eo, X~ and X, in equation (3.43) are all influenced by the resultant load field due
to the magnets and the d·a.xis and q-axis stator currents.
For the two-dimensional planar case, the value of the constant vector potential
defines the flux pa.ths. This argument can be ma.thematically proved. Assuming
tha.t Z is the direction of the current, the vector potential Ahas only one component
in the Z-diredion, denoted h A, and
iJ="'XA=*i-~J
'VA=~i+*J
(3.44)
(3.45)
Since the dot product B "'A = 0, it is clear that B is perpendicular to 'VA. It
follows that the equipotential lines represent flux lines. Hence, both the d-axis
and q-axis fundamental components of the flux in the airgap can be derived by
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performing a Fourier analysis on the vector potentials A around the outer surface
of the rotor. The cosine term coefficient (11 represents the quantity of half the q-axis
fundamental flux per pole (per unit depth) with respect to the analytical mod~ of
Fig. 3.1. The sine term coefficient bl represents the quantity of half the d-axi~
fundamental flux per pole (per unit depth). Obviously, the value of the resultant
fundamental flux per pole is given by
(3.46)
where I is the axial length of airgap. The inner torque angle is obtained by
(3.47)
This flux when rotating at synchronous speed induces a voltage E; in each stator
phase winding as
(3.48)
where k<lpl is the fundamental wiodiIl.g factor and k~ is the skew slot factor; N. is
the series turns per phase; tPrn is the peak flux per phase. Referring to the phasor
diagram shown in Fig. 2.3. the following can be obtained
E;COSOj = Eo+ltX"'d=Eo+I,cos{jX",J (3.49)
E,sinoj = IqX",q = II sin{jX",~ (3.50)
From equation (3.50), the q-axis magnetizing reactance CAll be obtained 113
(3.51)
It is to be noted tb:l.t at different loads the armature reaction will change the
saturation level of magnet flux patb, and thus the excitation voltage Eo. Hence
in addition to Eqn. (3.49), another equation is needed to evaluate two unknown
quantities, Eo and X..". To this end, ., small displacement from the operAting
point is ii.:,plied. and the conesponding load field wculAtion is used to get the
other equation similar to Eqn. (3.49) as
E;CO$oi = & + l~ cosPX_~ (3.52)
The solution of the simultaneous algebraic Eqns. (3.49) and (3.52) should rcnder
these two saturated values for any operating point AS
X ...~ = (E;COSOi - Etcosoi)/(I, cosfJ-l; cos{1') (3.53)
~d
(3.54)
In fad, this approacb. does not dema.nd extra field calculation. After the 1000d field
investigation covering the ....hole range of operation is curied out as discussed in
the previous section, three curves E,(P), o;(P) and II(P) ca.n be obtained by the
curve fitting scheme. As a result, for any particular operating point, the required
information for botb Eqnl. (3.49) and (3.52) can be obtained by reading up the
three ready-made curves. Practical application shows thAt this scheme not only
simplifies the computation, but also offers satisfying result. aa long AS the .elected
displacemcnt point from the curves is not unreasoDably too rar from the chosen
operating point.
Fig. 3.6 shows the calculated resulb of Eo, X~ and X, for the workin~ model.
Note that at the torque angle &round 37", there i. a dip on the Eo curve and ..
crest on the X~ curve. This is due to the fact ~hat. at the ferromagnetic bridge
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region between the rotoc bar and the comers of magnet, the direction of the flux
produced by the magnetizing armature reaction is opposite to the direction of the
end lea.b.ge flux of the magnets. This is shown in Fig. 3.7 in which a proyamming
technique is introduced to isolate the magnet component and the d·axis armature
reaction component from the resultant loading fields. Thus, under certain load
conditions, the bridge which is the main path of the magnet leakage flux becom~
least saturated. As a result, the end leakage ftux of the magnets increases rapidly.
This leads to a dip on the Eo curve. At the same lime, due to the significant
reduction of the magnet component of air-gap Rux, the magnetic path for the d·u:i.
component of armature reaction turosout to be much less saturated. ConsequeoUy,
X" increases notably.
3.5.2 Torque
For improved accuracy and being free of susceptibility to mesh W3cretization,
the following llux method is proposed for torque caJculation. The continuity of flux
between elements is intrinsically fulfilled when lLSing vector potential.
The e1ectroma§Detic power developed. at the airgap an be found by mapping
the lil. I, currents along the interior voltage E; as;
(3.55)
Thus, the electromagnetic torque would be
(3~6)
By substituting ~uation (3.48) into equation (3.56), one can obtain the exprelllion
(a) d-axis component
(b) magnet component
Figure 3.7: Flux distribution at 6 = 370
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for the developed torque related to a specific: load angle as:
T(n) = ~N.k.KdPl.prn(n){ll(n) sinp(n) cos 0;( ..) - 11(", cos (JC") sin 6i("j} (3.57)
Thus, since the values of the flux tPm and the torque angle 0, have become available
as discussed in the preceding section, it is possible to evaluate the torque of a PM
molor using equation (3.57).
It is understandable that the calculated torque using Eqn. (3.51) is no longer
susceptible to the mesh discretization. The reason for this can be linked to the fact
that the solution accuracy of the vector potential at a certain point mainly re3ts
on the global modeling, ratber than the local feature around the concerned point
as flux denility does.
In fact, the use of the flux method for torque calculation of a PM motor
can be theoretically interpreted as using virtual work principle (see Appendix C).
However, from a practical point of view, the implementation or the flux method is
more convenient and its results are more accurate. Fig. 3.8 shows the comparison or
the torque characteristics between the simulated results and experimental values.
3.5.3 Eddy Current and Hysteresis Losses
Losses occur in the stator core when the magnetic field is alternating because
of the hysteresis in the B·H magnetization cycle and because of eddy currents. In
general, the losses per unit weight of laminations based on sinusoidally time varying
flux density can be expressed as
(3.58)
where B, is the peak value of B and where the first term accounts for the eddy
current loss and the second for the hysteresis loss. The frequency, I, is the fun-
,o~-~---------~-~----,
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Figure 3.8: Simulated and measured torque characteristics
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damental frequency of the waveform. The constants CI, C2: and a depend <m the
properties of the used material. Their values are available in related engineering
handbooks.
Due to the nature of the magnetic fields in PM motors, f1.ux density variations
witb time in many regions of the laminated stator core are not sinusoidal, but
rather highly distorted waveforms with considerable hilfmoniC content!. Under
such a condition, it is advocated that actual. time-varying flux density waveforms
in various parts of the stator laminations are liSed to obtain a better evaluation of
the core losses. Besides, it can be appreciated that a full cycle of the time-varying
waveform of B in a certain point of the stator laminations can be appropriately
simulated by a pole-period of its space distribution at an arbitrary instant. This
space profile can be pictured io terms of the values of the flux density at those
points which are located at the same radius as that of the point being investigated
but with one-slot circumferential displacement in between. ill fact, the notion of a
point can be extended to an element because the value of B in each element has
been regarded as constant when the triangle element is employed.
Based 00 the availability of those flux density profiles in each part of the stator
core, the effects of distortion of the flux density waveforms on core losses are ac-
counted for by introducing two correction factor k. and k~ in Eqn. (3.58), associated
to eddy current loss component and hysteresis loss component, respectively by the
following equation:
(3.59)
The determinations of these two factors are outlined as folJowsI41].
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The Eddy Cl\rrenl Correction Factor kc
For a distorted flux density profile as shown in Fig. 3.9, one can get the mag-
nitudes of its fundamental and harmonics by a Fourier series expansion. Then the
sinusoidal eddy current lones in stator !.&minations can be corrected for the effects
of harmonic distortion by the following factor
(3.60)
where 8, denotes the magnitude of the fundament.al flux density; B.. the magni-
tude of the nth ftux density harmonic; B, peak Vll.lue of the distorted flux density
waveform.
The Minor Loop Hysteresis Correction Factor k"
Referring to Fig. 3.9, the occurrence of the revenw of magnitude AB;, which is
the magnitude of the i th ftux reversal, resullt in the so-called minor hysuresis loops,
and it is the contribution of the minor hysteresis loops that increases the hysteresis
loa when the flux density waveform coowns bumonic:s. Hence, the value of the
sinusoidal hysteresis lou at the same B, can be correct.ed for the effects of these
minor loops by the foUowin, factor
kll = 1 +O.67-.!.... :LaB,
B, "
(3.61)
Equation (3.60) together with Eqn. (3.61) will provide a practical means of
estimating the lossea in the lamination under distorted flux mode. Due to the
duplication of geometric structure and the characteristics of rotating m&&oetic field,
it is feasible to find out only those element values over one slot pitch and then sum
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Figure 3.9: Distorted flux density profile
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Figure 3.10: Flux density profiles in tooth tip, tooth stem and yoke elements
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them.. The total COfe bses of the entire stator e&n further be figured out from the
llUmmed value multiplied by the number of stator slou.
As stated above, the Dux density profile varylOA: with time for a particular
element can be described by the corresponding spatial distribution waveform. Three
of the flux density profiles are given in Fig. 3.10 (or those elements located in the
tooth tip, tooth s~m, and yoke regions, respectively, Notice that all of these profiles
are highly distorted and non-sinusoidal.
For the illustrative model with voltage source supply, the calculated correctioD
factors ke and k~ under the rated conditions afC given in Table-l. It is obviow
from the table that the effect of distorted flux density waveforms on the core 10S!e!l
should not be neglected.
Table-l
Correction Fa.ctors for Core Losses
element ke kJr,
tooth tip 8.176 2.088
tooth stem 6.874 1.630
yoke 3.868 1.141
3.5.4 Power Factor and Efficiency
Once the values of E,. 6,. II. I •• p. are available from the field solutioll! for a.
certain fJ. the corresponding power fa.ctor at this operating point can be determined
by
where {J' is the phase angle of i l• namely
i; = II £fJ +1.£(6; + r/2)
(3.62)
(3.63)
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and
1,-P,f3E; (3.6'1)
Fig. 3. 11 (a) shows the simulation r~\.lts of power factor for the current source
case with II = 35A. Fig. 3.l1(b) contains the simulation and measured results of
power factor for the voltage source case with V = HOV.
At this stage, the overall efficiency at any operating point can be easily deter-
mined as follows
T/ =!2. = E;l\ costS; +1:/2 - P) - PI'"
PI VI. cosV'
(3.65)
where the mechanical losses P,,,, due to friction and windage are obtained by the
following conventional expression{42]
p = 16P(~)3 II W
I'" "V19 (3.66)
where P is the number of pole pairs; I, the length of machine bore and VI the rolor
peripheral velocity.
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Figure 3.11: Power factor characteristics
Chapter 4
Simulation of Starting
Performance
The strategy of field-circuit combined analysis for starting process will be dis-
eu.s:"~ in this chapter. The correct assessment of starting behaviour lies in how to
extract accurate transient parameters from the eddy-current field solutions. As a
necessary first step, it is imperative to develop appropriate finite element formulae
for two-dimensional nonlioear eddy-current field problems,
4.1 Nonlinear Eddy-current Finite Element Model
with Current source
A!i me!ltioned in the previous chapter, in order to avoid a lM!e amount of fidd
calculations, as encountered when using a time·stepping procedure, time-phasor is
introduced to obtain nonlinear eddy-current field calculation 50 that finite element
analysis can be iodependent of time faclor. First, we investigate the relatively
simple case with currenl source supply, and then proceed to the tough case with
voltage source supply,
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4.1.1 Assumptions
For two-dimensional finite element analysis of nonlinear eddy-current field, the
following assumptions are made:
l. Displacement currents are neglected.
2. The hysteresis of !>Olid iron is oeglected.
3. Eddy currents are assumed present only in the rotor bar.
4. Material conductivity is assumed constant.
5. The rotor end-ring resistance is represented by modification of the rotor bar
conductivity; the rotor end.ring leakage Bux effect is represented by the end-
ring leakage reactance.
4.1.2 Boundary-value Problem
The same physical model a3 applied in rnagnetostatic field analysis in Fig. 3.1
is used as an illustrative example. Subject to the above assumptions and in terms
of Maxwell's equations, the following equation holds
(4.1)
where A is the :·component of the magnetic vector potential; v is the reluctivity;
J is the source-current density; a is the conductivity and t is the time.
If the higher harmonics of the magnetic vector ;>otential are neglected, and
the rotor is considered as pseudo-stationary, the sources aI'.d the magnetic vector
potential can be assumed to vary sinusoidally with time. The field and its source
10
may. therefore, be conveniently represented by the use of complex numbers. Thus,
the time variation of A and J Ca.r:l be expressed as time phasor A .ond j. 50 that
EqQ. (4.1) together with boundary conditions can be rewritten as
.!(v~) + .!(v~) "" -i + jwrO'Aih 8z 8y 8y
,qDA =Aleo =0
AIAo ~ -Aloe (4.2)
where w. is tee angular slip frequency. It is to be noted that the introduction
of time-phuol requires the reludivity to be constant throughout the time cycle.
However, since the reluctivity will vary non-linearly with magnetic flux density
v~v[B(')J (4.3)
time factor still exists in Eqn. (4.2); and therdore. it C&II not be rolved di~tly.
For this reason, the concept of equivalent reluctivity .... is introduced to handle this
difficulty.
4.1.3 Equivalent Reluctivity
It is desirable to make equinJent reluctivity .... to be only a function of ampli-
tude of magnetic ftux density in one periodic time for the lamination material, that
(4.4)
Consequently, the equivalent magnetic field intensity H. can be expressed as
(4.S)
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Equivalen~ reluctivity Ve may be appropriately determined in terms of equivalent
mll!nctic energy. The magnetic energy density w'" for the medium can be expressed
(4.6)
Corresponding to equivalent. reludivity, the equivalent rilagnetic energy densit}' w....
is defined as
w",.=~IIIB2(t)
The square diffettnce D(v.) between w.. and W"'. in one periodic time is
(4.7)
(4.8)
Thus, equivalent reluctivity cao be determined by minimizing D(v.). Making the
first derivative of Equ. (4.8) with respect to v. be equal to zero yields
II _ J: VB4(t}dt _ Ii ~(t)B3(t)dt
• - Ii 8'(')d' - I, B'(')d' (4.9)
It is worthwhile Doti[lf; that, ahhough, both the magnetic flux density in % direction
8" and in the y direction B. at c.d point oC the field domain vary sinusoidally
with time respectively, the initial phase angles generally ace different. Let
and
Bz = B1 sin(wt + 'PI) (4.10)
(4.11)
As a result, the locus of their resultant in x - y plane is an ellipse, as it varies with
time, and it can be expressed AS (see Appendix D)
(4.12)
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where Cl denotes the major axis of the eUipse and also represents the unplitude B.
of B(t), that is
4 = {~[B~ +B~ + /Bt +~ +2B1BicOJ2(Ip, -lp\)!p" = BIOI (4.13)
and b denotes the minor axis
If <;'1 = 'f"2 = "P, then (bla.) = 0 and £qn. (4.12) become:!!
B(t) =VBl +Bisin{wt+ IP)
and the ellipse degenerates to a line.
If 1', = V'1 ± rf2 ~nd 8, = 8 2 , then bId. = 1 and £qQ. (4.12) become!
(4.15)
(4.16)
and the ellipse becomes a circle.
Up to now, even thoup it is possible to eVi11uale equivalent reluctivily in terms
of Eqn. (4.12), the amount of computins burden for ~al time computation directly
using £qn. (4.12) will be formidable. Therefore, an alternative way i. recommended
such that three typical equivalent magnetization curves relating the amplitude of
flux density B m to the equivalent magnetic field intensity He are prepared before
hand. Using these three equivalent magnet.ization curves which are intentionally
chosen at (b/a) ,. 0, 0.5, and 1.0 respectively, the equivalent reluctivity v. cor-
responding to any Bm with other (b/a) values can be determined by parabolic
interpolation.
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In the first case of (6/12) =0, substituting Eqn.s. (4.l5) and (4.9) into Eqn. (4.5),
the formula for computing equivalent magnetic field intensity He as a fundion oC
the amplitude of flux densit)' B.... CCLD be obtained
(4.17)
It is to be noted that integrand H is the function of B - 8 msin t, described by
the fundamental mAgnetization curve of the material and Eqn. (4.17) may involve
a numerical integration.
For obtaining the equivalent magnetization curve corresponding to (bla) = 0.5.
the formula for computing equivalent magnetic field intensity can be obtained from
Eqn,. (4.5), (4.9) and (4.12) ...,
H.(8".) =~ lof B(0.625 - O.375cos2t)Udt (4.18)
where intqrand H i5 the function of B =';0.625 - 0.315 cos 2t.
In the case of (6/0.) = 1.0, flux density turns to be a constant, 8{t) =B.... As
a result, the equiYlL1ent mapetization curve is just the fundamental magnetization
From these three previously obtained equivalent ma~etizatioD CtID"eS, the equiv-
alent reluctivity II. correspondiD& to any 8 m with other (6/0.) values can be easily
determined by parabolic ioterpolation.
4.1.4 Variational Formulation
Due to the introduction of equivalent reluctivity II., the boundary-value problem
in Eqn. (4.2) can thus be expressed as
.!(v.~) +.!(v.~) = -i +iw.q "Bz en By By
AIDA =tilcB =0
4·--Aloc
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(4.19)
Multiply each term of first equation of Eqn. (4.19) by the fiNlt variation 6A of vector
potential A, and then the integration is performed over entire region n,
Applying Green's theorem and following the same manipulation as in the ease of
magnetostatic problems (see Appendix B), one obtains
The left ofEqn. (4.21) can he viewed as the first variation oW of the functional W,
and thus the equivalent variational rroblem is given by
AIDA - AleB - 0
4·--Aloc
4.1.5 Discretization and Functional Minimization
(4.22)
The equivalent variational problem of nonlinear eddy current field is (o~ma1ly
identical to Eqn. (3.25) for nonlinear magnetostatic field problem except the in-
tegration term ~ JffliwuA,2 dz dy. For the sake of simplicity. of all terms of the
element energy functional only the following term needs to be conllidered in the
discretization process
(4.23)
Differentiating with respect to the nodal potential A, (l = i,i,m) pves
~=!'( jWr(TA~d'ZdY
8A, In. 8A j
Introducing interpolating function in terms of the vertex values of A
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(4.24)
(4.25)
where shape function Ni • Nj, N... are defined by Eqn. (3.1). Eqn. (4.24) becomes
it= fk.iwrI7{NiAi+N,Aj+NjA.)Nldz,dy (I=i,i,m) (4.26)
Eqn. (4.26) reduces aft.er some algebraic manipulation to the [ann
~:; = jw.17~(2A; +Ai +Am)
W= jw.O'~(Aj +vi; +Am)
~:~ = jWrO'%(Ai +Aj +2.4...)
,
(4.27)
Superimposing the results of Eqn. (4.27) into Eqn. (3.15), the minimization of the
energy function over a siDJl:le element results in the elemental equation
where
",d
_. [b;b;+C;C; b,b;+eocj bih + eoc", ]
[K.l = 46 bib; + c",c", bjb +Cjc",
SYM b""b +c",c",
[
2 1 1]IH.I_~ 121
1 1 2
(4.28)
(4.29)
(4.30)
(4.31)
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By assembling the individual element contribution described by Eqn. (4.28), the
overall system equations are constructed in the matrix form
([K] + jw,[H]){A) - (l'l (4.32)
Eqn. (4.32) represents the finite element discretization of the nonlinear eddy-current
problem with current source described by Eqn. (4.19). Since these matrix equalions
afe nonlinear, they are first quasi-linearilced, and then are solved by the Gaussian
elimination procedure. The quasi-linearization of the nonlinear complex ffia.Lrix
equation (4.32) is achieved by an iteratively convergent process.
4.2 Nonlinear Eddy-current Finite Element Model
with Voltage Source
For voltage source supply, the current density j is unknown before field solutions
are available. In such a case, a flux distribution from a finite-element nonlinear
eddy-field solutions, based on any assumed set of currents in the machine, can be
used to determine induced voltages in various windings. In general, the impressed
voltage from the voltage source inverter will not balance with the sum of the induced.
voltage and impedance voltage drops. The lack of balance is usually used to obtain
an improved estimate of the correct current set, and lo proceed in an iterative
manner until satisfactory balance is achieved. In this study, a finite element model
directly starting with the voltage source will be derived to eliminate the iterative
process[43J_
From the discussion of the last section, due to the introduction of both phuor
vector potential Aand equivalent reluctivity /Ie. the boundary-value problem can
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be expressed as
8aAaaA "."a;(II.a;) +a;(....ay) = -J +J(oIruA
AIDA ~ Ales ~ 0
AlAs - -AiDe (4.33)
Since the current density j is unknown hefore field solutions are available, as a
much better alternative to usually adopted ite!'ative process, an approach which
combines field quantities with electrical circuit equations is employed to ta.clde this
problem.
The induced electromotive forces in stator winding may well be evaluated on a
coil·by-coil basis. The average value of the inducN voltage, ee, over a. coil side of
cross-sectional area .sc, is given by Faraday's law
where the average value of phasor vector potential in the bracket represe.nts the
&Yef,,&e Oux linkar;e over a coil side per twu per len&th; w is the &.DVllu frequency
of voltage source; .se i. haJJ the va1ue of the slot area. for two-layer windinp, or
just the value of the .whole slot area for sinpe-Iayer windings. In numerical fidd
calculation, the average value of phasor vector potential can be expressed as
where the summation Cor i ranges over all the elements ne in the area Se. and
(4.36)
Consequently, Eqn. (4.34) is rewritten as
e. = _iwN
1
/./(I:?1\ 6; L'_1 AiJ)
3,<
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(4.37)
Depending upon the details of the discretization and the connections of the phase
windings, the back EMF induced in phase A winding is given as
(4.38)
where P is the number of pole pairs, a\ number of parallel circuits in windings;
{D}A. = {dAl, ...,dAI" ...,dAn} is the area vector related to a.ll the nodell in ~he
sub-region of phase A winding. The definition of anyone component d,u is given
by
where ~~. denotes the area of element e, one of whose vertices is just the numbered
node k. Bit is the number of tt,tal elements related to node k.
Similarly, the back EMF induced in phase B and phase C can be exprellscd lLIl
(4.40)
(4.41)
respectively.
Using motor conventions, the relationship between the terminal voltage and
induced voltage will be
(4.4:.)
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where Z p the lot.&! phase impedance includin& external impedance except the slot
leakage reactance, tooth top leakage rea.ct.&Dce and humonic leakage reactance.
The induad volLa&e Ei from field analysis enables the presence of the s)ot and
tooth top leakage flux and harmonic fluxes to be included implicitly. The current
and current density flowing in phase-windings are pven, respectively, by
",d
t.- v'2V,+E,
.- z ('.43)
Eqn. (4.44) is the expression of equivalent cu.rre.nt source for voltage source supply.
It is clear that the value of calculated current density expressed by Eqn. (4.44) is
oat only the fundion of the impressed voltage source, but also related to \'tttor
potentials to be solved.
It is to be noted that the corresponding equivalent variational problem lor the
voltage source is form&1ly identical to Eqn. (4.22) for the current source case. H
can be expected that the difference of discretiz&tion results between each other lies
ooly in one term related to field source, identified as
Wi(A) - JkjAd:r:dy
-JkA JAA.d:r:dy - Jia. isAd:r:dy - JInc jcAdzdy (4.45)
where !ubscripts A, B, C of 11 denote the !ubregion of pbase rl winding, phue B
winding and phase C winding respectively. ExaminiD& phase A winding oontribu-
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tion to the energy functional. one obtains
w,<t(A) = - 1fa... j",Adxdy= -~Jk. i",Adzdy
=_ :Ea...(J2N1V.... _ jw2P~~I./ {D}~(A})(Aei + ;lej + .4..... )(4.46)
.._1 S.OtZ 3s.a\Z 3
where eA is the number of all the elements in the sub·region of phase A winding.
Differentiating with respect to anyone of the nodal potentials A, and noting that the
vector potentials {A} in the bracketed current density factor have to be considered
as constant, we have
where d,M was defined by Eqn. (4.39).
Similarly, the contributions of phase B winding and phase C winding are given,
respectively as:
(4.48)
ond
(4.49)
Therefore, the resulting system of complex simultaneous equations corre9ponding
to the finite element model with the voltage source can be expressed in matrix form
([Kj + jw,{H} +jw(TJ){A} = {i'.} + {i'} (4.50)
where matrix [K], matrix (HI and vector {P} have been previowly defined for
current source case by Equ. (4.29), (4.30), (4.31) respectively. Matrix [TI And
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vector {p.} corresponding to the voltage source supply are defined in terms of
Eq,. (4.47) to (4"9) by
IT} = 2~~;1 ({D}.4{D)~ +{D}B{D}~ + (D}c{D}~) (4.51)
(P.I ~"4 ,::Z(V,{D), +V.{DIs+ Vc{Dlcl (4.52)
The solutioDs to the nonlinear equation (4.50) can be obtained by means of the
same procedure as in the case for current source supply.
4.3 Determination of Starting Parameters
It is undentandable that the proper considera.tion of .ki~ effect is critical to
the accurate evaluuion of damn«: parameten in the impedance matrix (ZJ defined
by Eqns. (2.12) to (2.15). To this end, the speed response of starting pa.rameten is
expected to be obtained to account for the skin effect. The {oUowing procedure is
employed to extract a set of parameters as a. fundion of slip .'I from the nonlinear
eddy-current field solutioos.
4.3.1 Preliminary Consideration
d·axis and q-axis Starling Equivalent Circuits
The d-axis and q-axi. stuting equivalent circuits as shown in Fig. 4.1 can usist
one to obtain the starting parameters based on field solutions. The d.q axis rotor
resistances and leakage reactant:es r'u. r'24' X;~. x;' are not constant and may cha.nge
notably with the rotor speed due to skin effect and nonlinurity. Xl" denotes stator
end windin£I~e reactance and Xu denotes the summation of stator slot Iealcage
reactance, tooth top leakage ~La.nce and harmonic leUage reactAilce. It is to be
(b)'1·axi•
Figure 4.1: c.q axis startiug equivalent circuits
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S3
Doted that :rl~ comes from the conventional analytical formula.; while the Zh m&y
be determined directly from the field SO!utKlOS.
Fint, voltage-source finite element model is applied to get the starting current
corresponding to motor operation mode and the stator leakage reactance %1.' Then,
with the just obtained starting current, the finite element model for current source
supply is applied to caJculate the d·axis field a.nd q.u:is field, respectively, $0 &.lI to
det.enn.ine the speed respoose of each parameter.
Saturation Effect
Sinte in the starting process, the magnet! will not induce any eddy-current in
the rotor part, these startin!!: parameters Can be determined based only on indudion
motor operation mode, that is, no need to consider the excitation of magnet!.
However, the effects of magnets on magnetic saturation level have to be taken into
account. Moreover, this kind of consideration is subjeo::ted to wha.t will be expe<:ted
from the related field solutionl.
Under the first case for dete:rm.ininglt&rting current, an auxiliary complex vector
potential ..4.1('1 corresponding to the .l:th iteration is intr?duced aDd defined by
AI('I=~·{') (4..13)
IA"'I A
where A(') is the complex vector potential solution of the nonlinear equation (4.50)
from the I:th iterationj Am is the real vector potential solution due to permanent
magnet excitation atone, which was previously stored in computer memory &$ input
data. In terms of the auxiliary complex vector potential AI{'), one can obtain the
corresponding flux density by
E,l" = ~'Ii+ ~'l;
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(4.M)
After further ll:etting the amplitude If,!iJ with the i:Jelp of £qu. (4.13), the required
equivalent reluctivity .,~'+l) for the next iterative solution CAD. be determined from
the equivelent magnetization curves by parabolic interpolation.
For the second cue with the aim to dete:Trrune the d·axilJ and q-axis parameters
from corresponding d-axis or q.axis field analysis, aa only a particula.r space position
of stator MMF is involved, an auxiliary real vector potential Al(k) is introduced to
consider the effect of magnets on the magnetic saturation of the material and is
defined by
The corresponding 8ux density is obtained by
(4.55)
and
ll"" ~.>t+a:')'
8Al(l}.. 8Al(t l ..
T'-a;-J (4..16)
The required reluctivity .,(....1) for the next iterative solution can be evaluated from
the fundamental magnetization curve.
End Effects
Since the finite element analysis is limited to 2D, end effect! due to the rotor
end-ring resistance are treated by a modification or the rotor bar condudivity. The
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equivalent. condudivity of the bar is given by
(r.:.::.-"-a
,,+2r~ (4.5l:1j
where C1 is the original condudivity of the bar, the subsaipa band r stand fo!' bu
and rings, respectively. The term r, is the resistance vf one ba.r givetl by
and rr is the resistance of adjacent ring segment referred to the bar.
where I. is the length of bar, ZJ is the number of bMS 011 th.. :--~ ;or: &0(1 J)r is th··
average diameter or eod rings.
The end rinS leakage inductance can be accounted o.f[41J
«.G!)
where './ t.he effective bore length. The stator end leahge i.,dudar.re CAli hr. ~­
counted for by the conventional method which is u,uaJly us-.xl for standard inddction
motor and wire-wound synchronous motor.
4.3.2 Parameter Determination
As mentioned above, three field computa.tions are io'l(; ,.~ to exaad the slaft-
iog parameters at a specific slip". One is the integral e:ldY'currc:Jt fidd all .. lysill
under voltage source lupply for obtaining st&rting CUfr(.1/lt aJ ri stator 1t':Utagn rcae-
tance :rIo. The other two &re d-axis and q-axis eddy.currnd field ilnil.l:r:~ [mder
current source supply to extract rotor d-&x:is and q.a:lh, P~k!.;'·l(.Ors. rC'p~i·Je1y.
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Integral Eddy-current. Magnetk Field
Nonlinear finite eleme»t modd with prescribed voltage lOurce is employed.
Assuming startu..g euneat ADd stator lemge reactance :l:h are both independent
of & particular space position of stator maguetomotive force (MMF}, the auxiliary
complex vector potential A' defined by Eqn. (4.53) and the equiVlllent reluctivity VI
are applied to lake into account the influence of magnetic non-linearity. The rolot
is considered to be excited by induced eddy-current at a certain slip s. The eddy-
current is assumed to Bow in the rotor bar with a modified. conductivity tT. due to
the effect of end-ring resistaDce. The effect of both stator ead-winding leakage flux
and rotor end·ring leakage flux is taken into accoUllt by %h and %70' respectively.
The real part of the complex vector potentials C&D be used to obtain flux plots
{or any instant time. F~. 4.2 shows the flux distribution at " = 1 condition. The
induced voltage pet phase is PveD by
t;=_jW~~~P{D}HA} (i=A,B,C) (4.62)
It can be expected that the computed values of three induced phase voltages win&
equation (4.62) are unbaJ&Ilced due to the umymmdrieal rotor drudure and their
particular location of individual.tator phase windinp with raped to a fixed rotor
layout. Balanced value of the three induced phase voltages can be restored by
trans~ing the position of individual windings at 120· intervalll. Therefore, the
adjusted induced voltage, taking phase A for example, will be
where the operator 0 is defined by
o=eil 2O"
(4.63)
(4.64)
Figure 4.2: Flux distribution at "lip = 1 instant
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The cofre3pondiog phase B and phase C induced voltages are
(4.65)
(4.66)
It is noted that the induced voltage Et (i = A,B,C) ha:s incorporated the contri-
bution of slot leakage flux, tooth top leakage Oux, and harmonic flux.
The induced voltage £1 associated with the fundamental flux is also accessible
by performing ito Fourier analysis 00 the real put of complex vector potentials A
around the outer surface of the the rotor. The flux per pole, which can be regarded
as constant with time, is given by
(4.67)
where ~4 and ;v are the d·axis and q-axis 8ux components, respectively. Then, the
corresponding induced voltage E1 per phMe is
E. = 4.44f¢",N,KVJ
and the phase angle 9 is defined by
(J =tan- t ~.,
The phase current can also be obtained as
(4.68)
(4.69)
(4.70)
where Z is the total phase impedance including external impedance except Z\o.
The value of XI. can be determined from above field-based solutions as
(4.71)
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D-axis Eddy-current Magnetic Field
Nonlinear finite element model with prescribed current source will be employed.
The value of the prescribed current source hall become available from the foregoing
integral fi~d computation. The three phase current sources are impressed in such
a. way so that the axis of the stator MMF is aligned with the d-axlS at instant \=0.
The influence of Don-linearity caused by permanent magnets is taken into account
by introducing the auxiliary real vector potential At defined by Eqn. (4.55) and
using fundamental magnetization curve since in such case only a particular space
position of the stator MMF aligned with d-axis is involved.. Using the same manner
as explained in the last section, the induced voltage Ed in Fig. 4.1(a} associated
with the fundamental flux can be evaluated by performing a Fourier analysis on
the real part of the complex vector potentials A around the outer surface of the
rotor. Analysis will start from slip =0 since in such a. case the rotor branch circuit
in Fig. 4.1(a) can be regarded as open circuit. As a result, after obtaining the
induced voltage Ed, one can conveniently evaluate X md. Consequently, for other
cases rather than slip =0, according to Fig. 4.1(a.) the parameters r'2d and Z;d can
be extracted in terms of obtained Ed(") and %md,
~d
Z<l(s)=~
I,
r~,,(s) = s Re(j;'::~m~)
(4.72)
(4.73)
(4.74)
where 1m means "imaginary part of". The variation of r'u and %~d with rotor speed
for the illustrative working mood is shown in Fig. 4.3 by solid lines.
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Figu.c 4.3: Speed response of rotor starting parameters
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q-axis Eddy-current Magnetic Field
Nonlinear finite element model with current source supply and q-axis starting
equivalent circuit in Fig. 4.1(b) are employed to obtain q-axis starting parameters.
The finite element model is identical to the one just discussed for d-axis eddy-
current magnetic field analysis except that the three phase current sources are
impressed in such a way 10 that the axis of the st.ator MMF is in quadrature with
the d·axis at instant t = O. The introduction of the auxiliary real vector potential
A' defined by· Eqn. (4.55) allows us to consider the impact of non-linearity caused
by the magnets baaed on fundamental magnetization curve. For the same reason,
the field investigation proceeds from .dip = 0 so that X",q can lint be ascertained.
After the determination of Eq(s), the parameten r&, and %;9 can be evaluated for
other slips by
(4.75)
(4.76)
and
(4.77)
The obtained results of r'Zq and x~, at different rotor speed are displayed in Fig. 4.3
by dashed line. It is obvious from Fig 4.3 that the skin effect has considerable
impacts on rotor starting parameters. No doubt, using constan~ parameter values
ior predicting starting performance would lead to considerable erron.
Finally, the required parameters Xh(-') and X&(-,) referred to stator side can
be found as
(4.78)
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and
(4.79)
where ~~(,,) i! the cnd-ring leakage reactance calculated in terms of Eqn. (4.61).
4.4 Starting Performance Prediction
Availability of aGCurale field-based starling parameters from the~ dis-
cussion has provided goundwork for simulatiol the starliD& performance by just
usio!: lumped parameter model(<<]. Iu order to achieve an ldentifiea.tioD of different
current and torque tOmponelits in macroscopic sense and present a dear physical
understanding of each component, and allow convenient parameter &eDsitivity anal-
ysis, tbe quasi-dynamic analysis approach will first be discussed. Then, we proceed
to the actual transient aoalysis 50 as to acquire more detailed information such as
maximum current requirement for converter, possible demagnetizing effect 00 mag-
nets and the time of run up to stable synchronization, as well as synchronization
p"""".
4.4.1 Quasi-dynamic Analysis
As explained in chapter 2, for quasi-dynamic an&1ysis tbe starline process can
be fairly treAted as tbe superposition of two operation modes. One mode is the
induction motor with applied voltage source. The other mode is ac PM genera·
tor operation with permallent magnet excitation. The saturation effects between
these two modes have been properly considered in the above discussed section for
detmnining the starling parameters by introducing the auxiliary oomplex vector
potential ).' or the auxilia.ry real vector potential A'. After superposing the results
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of these two opera.ting modes, one can get d-q uis instantaneous current com·
ponents of each winding as expressed by Eqns. (2.25), (2.27) and (2.28). Using
Equ. (2.29), the results can be transformed back to abc system to get the instan-
taneous value of each phase-current. A PM motor under asynchronous mode has
three stator current components with different frequency: line frequency f and
(1--')1 induced by rotating magnets as well as (1-23)1 caused by unsymmetrical
rotor construction. The frequency of the current in cage winding is 31 induced by
stator rotating field.
The total instantaneous torque including both average and pulsating compo-
nents can be expressed by substituting £,qu. (2.28) into the torque expression
Eqn. (2.19) as
T = P[(L, - L<I)i:ii;' +£...,i:;'lq - Lm~i;'iDI + P[(L, - L~)iN - L"'<li:irl
+P[(L, - Ld)(i;'i~ +i:N) + LmqiQi~ - Lmdivi: - L"'di~i/J
1""+TI+1"'" (4.80)
where 7"", T' and Tm, are the torque components corresponding to the motoring
mode. generating mode and the interaction between these two modes, respectively.
Substituting Eqn. (2.25) corresponding to the motor operation mode into the
first term of EqD.. (4.80), OD.e obtains
T" = PI(L, - L,)(AC +BD)+ L.,(AG +BH) - L.,(EC +FD)J
P[(Lq - Ld)(AC - BD) + Lmq(AG - BH) - Lmd(EC - FD)jcoa2-'Wt
PI(Lq- Ld)(AD +CB) + Lmt(AH +GB) - Lmd(ED +CF)J sin 2&wt
(4.81)
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It is shown that T'" is comprised of average cage torque compoocnt r.::: and pulaat·
iDg torque component 7;: with l:lIgular frequency 2.tw owing to the UDlIymmetry
between the rotor d-am and q-axis. The pulsating torque 1;: &rises from the inter-
adion between the backward rotatin& component, with angular frequency (1-2.!')w
resolved from the rotor dliptic MMF, and the st&t.or MMF rotatio!\: at the &ligulae
frequency of supply and from saliency reluctance dfects.
When the current oomponcuts from Eqn. (2.27) subjected to the generator mode
arc substituted in the seQ)od term of Eqn. (4.80), one easily obtain
___P_ r:+(l-.s)lX; 3(1-.t),Elrl
7(..) - (1- ,,)wlr? + (I -lI)lX..X, J[.-l + (I _ .)lX.X,l (4.82)
where ner;ative sign indicates the average torque is of braking type.. The second
bracketed term represenl3 the torque due to perma.oent magnets and the first bra.ck-
eted modified term is wed to account for the rotor saliency effect.
Substituting each current component from Eqns. (2.25) and (2.27) into the third
term of Eqn. (4.80) will yield
Tj';j. = J2P((L.,GI~ - L..,E~)couwt +(L....Fi: - L.,H~)sinJWt)
+J2P(L, - Lo!}[(AI~ +Ci~)couwt - (Hi: + Di~)sinSW't]
-J2P[Ccos.tWt - Dsin.swt]L.."iJ (4.83)
It can be seen from Eqn. (4.83) that the interaction between the two operating
modes wiU not develop average torque but only the pula;\ting torque with &ngul,lIr
frequency.tW. The first and second terms of the pulsating torque component»
in Eqn. (4.83) are attributed to the MMF interaction of the stator generating
mode component with the rotor forward component and the ba.clcward component,
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respectively, resolved from elliptic rotor MMF owinS to the unsymmetric rotor
structure. H L~ =L,. the second tenD of the pulsaliol!: torque would V&lli3b since
the rotor backward rotatioll: MMF would disappeu. The third lerm of the puw.linr;
torque in Eqn. (4.83) arises from the MMF interaction be\ween the stalor motoring
mode component and permanent magnet.
Therefore, total torque can be expressed as
14.84)
Fig. 4.4(a) shows the resulting average torque T.~ as weU as its individt:1l1 c(lm-
poneats: cage torque component T':: and magnet torque component T:v for the
illustrative model. In this c..ue. all parameters are chosen as constant values at
.slip = O. It can be seeD that the curve of 7:: is similar to the typical characteris-
tics of induction motor except with a dip at slip Ilighlly leu than 0.5. This dip is
caused by the et~riuJ and Dl&3Detic unsymmelry between the d-axis and q-axi",.
The rotor backward rolatios magnetic ~e1d resolved from tbe elliptic MMF will
indu<:e cuttent in stator winding with angular frequency (1 - 2,,)w and then the
current will produce anotber rotating magnetic field. These two rotating magnetic
fields both at an&U1ar velocity (1 - 2,,)w will develop another pair of asynchronou.
torque. However, in such a cue the rotor should be viewed as the primary and
stator as the secondary, and moreover, J = 0.5 correapond. to their synchronou.
speed. Because (1 - 25)W is of positive value over the 8maller range than 0.5 .lip,
the stator viewed as the secondary stands a torque in w direction, and thus rotor
will suffer a braking torque wit~ equal magnitude but opposite directK>n. This
braking torque will reach its maximwn value at .lip .Iightly lei, than 0.5, and lead.
to a torque dip on the resulting average torque curve at slip slightly less than 0.5.
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The existence of this torque dip has been pointed out in the literatures[9. 11J and
is usually considered as one of the main concerns for wide potential appliations
of PM motors. Fortunately, this concern may turn out to be uncalled·for. This is
attributed to the skin effects which may favorably make rotor dynamic parameters
much less unsymmetrical. Fig. 4.4(b) shows the simulation results of the aver-
age torque characteristics using varying dynamic parameters. The dip in the cage
torque component bM disappeared.
The magnet torque T!" at zero speed is zero. The torque after passing through a
maximum, usually at a low speed, becomes nearly constant as shown by Fig. 4.4(b).
When the magnet torque T!" is combined with cage torque 7'.:, a dip is produced
in the resulting average torque T~". This dip may be the main concern for the
successful starting, but not the previous understanding that there exist two dips.
The pulsating torque T, is comprised of double-slip-frequency component 1(2.)
and single-slip-frequency component 7(:(. Of the two pulsating components, the
single-slip-frequency component is much larger than the double-slip frequency com-
ponent. Fig. 4.5 shows the magnitude envelopes of these two components for the
illustrative model. The average torque is responsible for propeJling the rotor for-
ward while the pulsating torque only produces noise and vibration during starting.
4.4.2 Transient Analysis
The analysis con~ists of both. mechanical and electromagnetic transients. It is
well described by state-variable equation (2.32). The transient perfonnancell are
computed by solving the state-variable equation numerically. It is expected that
accurate results can be obtained when using those properly identified starting pa-
G.
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Figure 4.5: Envelopes of pulsating torque components
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Figure 4.6: Torque-time curve during run-up
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rameters. Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7 show the torque versus time and speed, respectively,
with the load torque cbosea at 25 N·m for a coupled inertia. of three times the rotor
inertia. Fig. 4.8 shows the speed versus time curve and Fig. 4.9 gives the details
of the starting phase current. These computed results are useful in order to ensure
that a PM motor is well designed to start and synchronize properly. A general pro-
cedure for stating performance analysis based on finite element method is indicated
by the flow chart as shown in Fig. 4.10.
"P"cd,rpm
Figure 4.7: Torque-speed curve durinS run-up
Figure 4.8: Speed.time curve during run-up
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Fi!ure 4.9: Varia.tion in phue-rommt durin& run-up
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Figure 4.10: Flow chart for starting performance analysis
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Chapter 5
Experimental Study
As an integral part of this study, an attempt is made to deal with some testing
problems. In this chapl.e:r, the experimental setup is fint outlined. A discus-
tion on how to determine the load-dependent reactance parameters X", X, and
magnet-excited voltAge Eo ill presented. A microprocessor-hued di&itallorque an-
gle measurement sub-system is described in detail. Finally, a scheme for accurately
locating the position of zero t.orque aII,!1:le is presented[4S].
5.1 Experimental Setup
The experimental setup for the test investi~ation is ShOWD in Fig. 5.1. The
left side i5 the PM motor under investigation. In order to cover the full range of
load angles, the test PM motor is coupled to the wire-wound synchronous machine
as shown on the right side of Fig. 5.1. The synchronous machine is operated in
generating mode to provide a required load torque. The stator current of the loading
synchronous m&ehine is dinipated in a large 3·phaae power resistance bank.
A torque transduC6 is conneded between the PM motor and the generator. The
transducer is capable of accurately measuring cyclic torque variation and torque
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transient. The torque signal is amplified by a low pill38 filter with a gun of 20dB
and recorded by a multiple-channel storage oscilloscope. Torque angle measurement
is achieved by using a digital torque angle measurement subsystem (described in
section 5.3), which includes a magnet-excitation voltage transducer consisting of
a rotor shaft-mounted disc and a stator frame-fixed photo-coupler as shown in
Fig. 5.1.
The speed response of the PM motor is detected by a tacho-generator which
is mounted on the fax left end of the synchronous generator shaft. The output
signal is directly fed into a storage oscilloscope COf recording. The transient cur-
rent is monitored through isolation·type current transducers having a good linear
response over wide range. The input power is measured by the two.wattmeter
method. A Lalrmastex board with built-in AID and 01 A converters is used for
data acquisition and interface with the microcomputer. Various waveforms stored
on the oscilloscope are printed out by a plotter connected to the paraUel printer
interface of the oscitloscope.
It is assumed that the armature resistance at ambient temperature is obtained
in the usual manner from its de value corrected by an appropriate factor to allow
for skin and proximity effects.
In practice, owing to the existence of various noise disturbance in the measure-
mental environment, random inaccuracies in the measured data may occur. For
some measured quantities, it may be advisable first to smooth the meallured data
by digital low pass filter in order to avoid the propagation of errors originating from
this source.
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5.2 Modified Load Test Method
10 the JDU!Ulemeot of ma.chine parameters from lest. it is DOt possible to isolate
the sta.tor leakage reactance from the total direct and quadra.ture synchronous reac-
tances. It is common practice to lump the leakage into the synchronous reactances,
which leads to the simplified pba.sor diagram lUI shown in Fig. 5.2.
Because the parameters X~, X, and Eo tend to vary widely with loads due
to saturation, the values of these parameters must be quoted together with the
load and voltage conditions under which these were determined. From the phasor
diagram, the following C&D be obtained &I
(5.1)
(5.2)
It is noted that once tbe data of applied voltage V, current II. input power P t a.od
torque a.ogle 6 &re known from tbe load test, other quantities in Eqns. (5.1) and
(5.2) can be obtained. as
where
P,
cp = arccos 31
1
V
(5.5)
(5.6)
Figure 5.2: PM motor phasor diagram ror testing
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It is clear tha~ the q-axis reactance X, can easily be obtained using equation (5.1).
However from Eqn. (5.2) itself, it is inadequate to evaluate the two unknown quan-
tities Eo and Xil. To this end, a small perturbaUOD of the load is exerted to obtain
another set of test data, which yid<b the following equation
(5.7)
As II. result, solving the simultaneous algebraic equations (5.2) and (5.7) gives the
values of the saturated values Eo and Xd (or any operating point. In practice, the
procedure is simply first to produce tbr~ curves £;(,8), 6;(,8) and /1(/1) by curve
litting from recorded data of applied voltage V, current lit input power PI and
torque anSk: 6, which cover the entire range of different loads. Then, the required
information for both equ&tions(5.2) and (5.7) is obtained from reading these curves.
Fig. 5.3 shows the values of XIl, X, and Eo for a I hp 4-pole interior-type PM
Iyncbronoul motor by using the above proposed modified load test method. The
effed of assuming constant Eo. as made in the original load test method[3. 231, on
the value of X~ C&D be clearly seen from the dashed-line curve in Fig. 5.3(a). Over
a load range afOUnd 6 =47- where the armature reaction in d-axis is changing from
magnetizing to dena.gnetizing mode, the VlLiue of X~ becomes extremely irreKular.
This phenomenon was abo observed in referenees[3, 23, 32]. This irregularity is due
to the assumption of constant Eo which, in fact is dependent on the saturation level,
particularly in the region of ferromagnetic bridges. It is evident from Fig. 5.3(c)
that Eo is load dependent.
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5.3 Microprocessor-based Load Angle Measure-
ment
The torque angle of a synchronous machine is ddined as the angular displace-
ment between the excitation voltage Eo and the terminal voltage V, as shown in
Fig. 5.2. For motoring operation, when the zero crossing of aIly one of the three
phase terminal voltages is used as the reference to initiate a pulse and the zero
crossing of the magnet excitation voltage in the same phase winding is used to
terminate the pulse, the resulting pulse width represents the instantaneous torque
angle. For generating mode, the reverse will happen.
The signal representing the excitation voltage is derived £rom a transducer con-
sisting of a rotor .baft-mounted disc with an equi'lpaced bole drilled on the cir-
cumference fOf each pole pair and a stator frame-fixed photo-coupler as indicated
in Fi&:. 5.1. This pbo~coupler an produce a pulse whenever anyone of the holes
cut across the phot.o-couplet ~vemed by the rotation of the shaIt. This arrange-
ment ca.n always provide one pulse per cycle of the terminal voltage when the shaIt
rotates at synchrooous speed. The produced chain of low voltage pulses are then
amplified to TTL kvel using voltage comparator &I shown in the block diagram of
Fig. S.4. The reference voltage of the comparator is set to O.6V so as to eliminate
the noise from the pbot~couplersignal.
The reference terminal phase voltage signal is derived through a step·dowD
transformer. Before the reduced sinusoidal voltage is converted into a 5V rectan·
gular pulse by the zero-crossing voltage detector, a phase-lag shifter with a range
of 0 to 1800 is employed to provide an approximate me.&IllI for positioning the zero
torque angle. It is intended to ensure that the pho~pulse at point a in Fig. 5.4
III
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will alitn with the t.erminal voltage pulse lot. point b at no-I~ operation byad-
justing the variable resistor of the phase shifter. SinO! t.he whole circuit oper&tes
on a. single 5V supply for tbe sake of simplicity, the output of the negative half cy-
cle of the phase .hifter bll5 been severely distorted, which makes the zero-crossin!:
from negative to positive of the waveform UlIe1ess. Therefore, the instant of the
zero-crossing from positive to negative is used to signal the terminal voltage (see
Appendix E). As a consequence of this 180" phase shift, the net effect of the phase
shifter has became a phase-lead network with a range of 0 to 180". For practical
applications, it is desired to make the phase shifter work as both pbase-lead and
phlUC-lag circuit. Tl,) this end, a cor.'.peDsator i. introduced to offset the phase to
a certain degree as desired at the output of the compensator by adjusting the RC
time oonswl of the compensator.
It is noted th.t for the mot.orin& mode, the pubel at point 6 in Fig. 5.4 have to be
tUm as reference; while for g~erating mode, the pulses at point 0 have to be taken.
as reference. Therefore. a multiplexer circuit (see Appendix) is employed to enable
this mea.aurement device to be applicable to both the motoring ud generating
mod~.
If the output gate pulse of the phase detector at point d of Fig. 5.4 is combined
with the IMHz clock pubes at point f, a chain of the dock pulses at point g are
produced through an AND gate, and the number of these clock pulses is a measure
of the torque angle. However, when these clock pulses are used to drive a l&-bit
BCD counter, occasionally, false counting may occur. The reason is that in. the case
of high machine speed and heavy load, the next output gate pulse at point d may
start before the final settled number of the counting is latched to the huffer and
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counter is cleared. To a.void tbis undesirable operation, a pulse inhibitor is employed
to ensure that no further gate pulses would pass to the AND gate until the feset
signal is issued, which comes from the reset switch or interrupt acknowledgment
signal (INTA) from the microprocessor as indicated in Fig. 5.4.
Since IMHz dock frequency is employea, for a 60Hz power supply system, there
are 8,333 pulses corresponding to 1800 elf!Ctrical. which is the maximum torque angle
to be measured. Thus, a resolution of 0.02 electrical degree per pulse is obtained.
To obtain a stable reading, the buffer is enabled after the counting is over and
hold the information until the arrival of next count, The output of the buffer is
further fed into a microprocessor using 8255 programmable parallel port as the
interface. At the same time, the buffered data are also decoded by display driver
into 7-segment LED display.
The clock signal for latching the buffer and the interrupt signal can be derived
from the output of the pulse inhibitor through II. delay element to account for the
propagation delay of the l6-bit cascade counter. The interrupt signal is produce<!
using a JK flip-flop whose output goes high once the delay is over.
The above discussed torque angle measurement subsystem was designed, built
and tested on tbe 1 hp, 4-pole PM motor which is coupled to a conventional 8yn-
cbronous generator. The measurement system functioned properly as desired and
was also found to be very stable over tbe entire range of operating conditions.
ll.
5.4 Determination of Zero Torque Angle Posi-
tion
Due to thecharact.eristics of & PM motor, the precision of measured torque lI.Dgle
is highly related to the accuracy of the positioniog of zero torque angle. For iI. PM
motor under normal voltage supply, the no-load operation is at 5 =60 as explained
in section 2.2, and therefore can not be used to position the zero torque angle.
Usually, an approximate method is employed to determine the position of 6 ". 0,
As indicated by equation (2.36), the reluctance torque varies as V' while the magnet
torGue varies as V. A! a result, a reduction in the terminal. voltage causes a much
greater reduction in the reluctance t.orque than in the magnet torque. This results
in a decreased value of &0. When V is reduced to a value very dose to Eo, the torque
an,!!;le wiD fall to a minimum value. The value at this point is usually assumed to
be zero torque angle. This ADgle difference with normal no-load operation M rated
voltage is considered to be approximately 60. 111 practice, this approximation is
identic.a.l to neglecting the windage and friction &.Cd iron losses, Even though the
approximate method is convenient to employ, it is desirable to find a way which can
accurately locate the zero torque position for precision measurement and control
purposes.
From the above discussion, it is noted that the signal representing the excitation
voltage can be errorless only if the holes on the disc are aligned with d·axis of the
rotor and the photo-coupler is positioned at the axis of that particular stator phase
winding whose applied voltage has been taken as the reference signal. However,
unless special muks were made OD the rotor during assembly, there is no obvious
reference to determine the position of the d·axis. In order to o\'ercome this difficulty,
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a scheme is introduced to find out the positions of d-axis of tbe rotor and the axis of
the referenced stator phase winding with no need for the accessibility to the internal
construction of the motor. The proceduu: is described in the following steps:
1. Mount the disc with an equi-spaced bole for each pole pair on the rotor
shaft and fix the photo-coupler to the stator frame, with both at arbitrary positioll.
Then, take anyone of three phase voltages as phase A to provide the referenced
phase voltage signal for the primary oC the step-down transformer.
2. Turn on the three-phase power supply and run the PM motor at no-load. By
reversing the leads of the phase A power supply to the primary of the transformer,
and/or interchanging the three-phase power supply leads to the three-phase stator
windings, find out the connection which would lead to a minimum torque angle
reading. Under this connection, the stator winding connected to the phase A power
supply is then the phase A stator winding.
3. Run the motor first in one direction and get the torque angle reading, then do
the same at the reverse direction by interchanging the phase B and phase C power
supply. Assuming that the photo-coupler was just positioned at tbe axis of phase
A winding of the stator, then both tbe torque angle readings should be the same if
the holes on the disc were aligned with tbe d-axis of tbe rotor. This suggests that
the disc has to be moved towards the rotating direction which has given the larger
torque angle reading if both readings are not the same. This adjustment is repeated
until the two readings respectively oorresponding to forward and backward rotating
directions are reasonably close.
4. In step 3, it is assumed that the arbitrary positioning of the photo-ooupler
was just aligned with the axis of phase A winding. Generally speaking, it i. Dot
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lrue. Hence, &D. adjustment ill needed to relocate the position of the axis of phase
A winding. It caD be done by applyiot,; a low de vo1t.a&e to the three-ph.ase stator
windings with the connect~D as shown in Fig. 5.5. What happens is that the disc
will rotate in such & way that the holes OD the disc., which represents the d-axil of
the rotor, should move to the axis of phase A winding. As a result, one ca.n easily
relocate the photo-coupler to the position as indicated by one of the holes.
Due to the adjustmeot of photo-coupler position in step 4, the holes on the disc
have to be positioned again by repeating step 3. This iteration process is continued
until no further adjustment il made in step 4. Practical application shows that only
few iteratK>DS are required for both the boles on the disc and the photo-coupler to
converge to their COrTed positions.
By wing the proposed scheme, the initial torque a.n&le for the 1 hp laboratory
test PM motor is 29.6-; while using the approximate method, the initial torque
angle is 22.2-. It can be seen tha~ ~he error caused by the approximate mdhod is
quite sigtificant.
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Figure 5.5: Connec~ion of stator windings for locating the axis of phase A winding
Chapter 6
Application Example
A complete fidd-circuit combined procedure Cor the simulation of both the
synchronous performance and starting process, alOD'; with the improved test tech·
niques, have been dilCUssed in the previous chapten. In this chapter, an application
example is presented to provide a full picture of the usefulness of the proposed anal-
ysis and test techniqUe!.
6.1 Working Model
A laboratory interior-magnet type motor with the configuration ,1. ',wn in
Fig. 6.1 is employed to serve &S the working model. The specificatiollll of perti-
nent desi£n data. of this PM motor is given in Table 6.1. The SUndan.: aluminum
rotor ~e was used to provide the capability (or line frequency starting and syn-
chronization. The SmCos magnets are used in the rotor. The SmCo5 magnets were
modeled in the finite element analysis by a linear demagnetization characteristic,
baving a residual flux den3ity of 0.78 T and a coercivity of 626 kAjm. The initial
finite ele:meat discretization of the one pole aoas sed'on of the perma.nent IIloI.pet
synchronous motor is shown in FiS. 6.2 by using the mesh scheme as explained in
us
""'or)"olo.
Figure 6.1: Configuration of the worked PM motor
Figure 6.2: Initial finite element discretization of the worked PM motor
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Table 6.1: Specifications and desit;:n datA of the worked PM motor
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Appendix F.
Powerratin
Line voltage
Rated current
B....
No.ofphuea
No. of poles
No. of stator slots
No.ofca.a:eslots
Conductors slot
No. of getles tUfns/phase
Connection
Windin layout
Choroia
Slator outer diameter
Slator bore diameter
Air ap
Rotor inlier diameter
Rotor leD h
M et dimenSiOns aoss section
Moment inertia
1 hp
208 V
3A
lBOO m
3
•36
..
42
254
y
double layer
1·8
147.3mm
93.5mm
OA:i nun
3Umm
78.8mm
7.7 x 32.5 mm
O.00321cg - m
Since finite element analysis is limited to 20, the end effeds due to the end·ring
resistance were treated by a modification of the rotor bar conductivity, and the
end ring leakage Ow: has been accounted {or by end ring leaka!e inductance u
mentioned in section 4.3.
The lumped. synchronous and starting parameters were then extracted {rom the
static field solutions and eddy-current field solutions, respectively. The availabil·
ity of these accurate p&rameten has made it possible to provjde complete analysil
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of synchronous perfonnanoe and starting performance in terms of gOv.Jming equa-
tions (2.12), (2.30) and (2.31). alODg with the torque equation (2.19).
6.2 Synchronous Performance Investigation
The calculated values of load-dependent parameters, XJ., X q and Eo. using the
proposed loading method, are shown in Fig. 6.3 by the dashed lines. The solid lines
in Fig. 6.3 are the corresponding experimental values obtained from the new load
test method. The operating point where the d-axis armature reaction is changing
from magnetizing to demagnetizing region is around 480 of torque angle. It is noted
that at the torque angle around 250 , there exists a dip ou the Eo curve and a crest on
the XII curve. This phenomenon can he readily appreciated by comparing the flux
distributions between two different operating points as shown in Fig. 6.4, in which
we have introduced programming technique to isolate the d-axis component and the
magnet component from the resultant load fields. Due to the fact tha.t this irregula.r
operating point lies in the magnetizing region of the d-axis armature reaction, and
the direction of the armature reaction flux in the inter-pole ferromagnetic bridge of
the magnets is opposite to the direction of the leakage flux of the magnets. Even
so, under most of its operating range, the small magnet leakage flux can easily
make this narrow ferromagnetic bridge highly saturated. Thus, the main path of
the d-axis component of armature reaction is across the magnet or the inter-pole
magnetic barrier, resulting in a very large reluctance. However, under certain load
condition (for this particular example, around 25°), these two flux components in
the opposite direction tum out to be somewbat balanced and make the magnetic
bridge become least saturated. As a result, the leakage flux of the magnets across
J25
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(a) at load condition 6 = 24.So
d·aJdI component
(b) at load condition 6 =38.10
Figure 6.4: Flux distribution comparison between two load conditions
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the bridge increases rapidly. At the same time, the UDsaturated bridge also provides
a shortcut for the d-axis component of the armature reaction fiux. (;Qnsequently, at
this particular load condition, XII increases notably with the considerable reduction
of £0.
It caD also be Doted from Fig. 6.3(c) that the magnd excitation voltage Eo
varies with load. The tendency for Eo to increase is also attributed to the interaction
between the magnet Dux and the armature reaction flux. When the d·a.x;s armature
reaction changes from magnetizing to zero, and from less demagnetizing to heavy
demagnetizing with the increase of the load, the main path of the magnet flux in
the iron part becomes less saturated. In contrast, the leakage path of magnet Sux
in the inter-pole ferromagnetic bridge turns to he more and more saturated due to
the same direction of these two flux components in the bridge region. As a result,
both these two factors lead to the increase of the main magnet flux, thus increasing
the value of Eo.
Figures 6.5 and 6.6 are the simulation results of torque characteristic and power
factor when the worked PM motor is fed by current source supply at rated stator
current, I, = 3A. It is clear from the torque versus torque angle curve that due to
Xd < Xq , the pullout torque occurs at torque angle greater than 90°. For the same
reason, the initial torque angle is far from zero value, being around 44° torque angle.
It is noted from the power factor curve that for current source supply, the power
factor can be controlled to any expected value, even in leading power factor region
in favour of load commutatio.::. for an inverter-driven system. In this example, the
leading power factor values are in the torque angle region greater than 152°.
Figures 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9 show the comparisons between the simulated and mea·
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Figure 6.7: Simulated and measured results of torque characteristic fed from voltage
source
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Figure 6.8: Simulated and measured results of power factor characteristic fed from
voltage lOurce
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Jured torque characteristic, power factor and efficiency, respectively, when the PM
motor was fed from voltage source. It is observed from Figs. 6.7--6.9 that excel·
lent agreements between simulated and test results are achieved, except for the
discrepancy of the torque values under heavy load. This discrepancy is mainly due
to neglecting the thermally induced ~ista.nce variation in stator windings, which
would appreciably degrade the capability of torque output with the considerable
temperature rise at heavy load condition.
6.3 Starting Performance Investigation
In directly starting across the line, the motor must pull into synchronism from
some subsynchronous speed to which the motor has just been accelerated by the
asynchronous cage torque. Based on the eddy-current finite element solutions and
using the established lumped parameter model, it is easy to carry out the starting
pedormance investigation. Fig. 6.10 shows the flux distribution at slip = 1 instant.
Also included in the Fig. 6.10 is a flux plot without eddy current flowing in the
bar (simply let U c = 0) in order to observe the influence of eddy current on flux
penetration. It can be seen from the comparison between these two figures that
the skin effect is very strong and the induced eddy current in the bar caused most
of the armature reaction flux to pass through rotor surface. The speed response of
rotor parameters is displayed in Fig. 6.11. It is explicit from Fig. 6.11 that the skin
effect and nonlinearity have significant effects on rotor starting parameters, thereby
the starting performance.
The simulation results of pseudo-steady state torque versus speed characteristic
is shown in Fig. 6.12. Average value means averaged over 360 electrical degree,
(a) considering eddy-current effects
(b) without considering eddy-current effects
Figure 6.10: Flux distribution at slip = 1 instant
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and it is owumed thal accderation rate is small enou,;h Dot to affect the results.
The cage torque compoOeDt is the torque that would be obtained without \he
magnet brUing torque component. The braking torque is oonuro at all speed
except standstill, and ten<b to have a peak value at a. fairly low speed. It is implied
q:ain from this example that the near half-speed torque dip doesn't exist when the
dynamic parameters are employed in the analysis. But the impact of the ma.gnet
braking torque should be properly considered for the successful starting of a PM
motor.
Figure 6.13 shows the simulation and measured results of starting current at
no-load. It is noted that the measured values are slightly less than the ones from
simulation after synchronization is achieved. This is mainly caused by the measure-
ment errors, einu the sensitivity of CUl'f'e!1t traDIducu i, not hir;h enough (or sm&1l
current measurement due to cul.off effect. Figures 6.14, 6.15 and 6.16 show the sim-
ulation results of speed. VttSUS time, torque versus time and wrque versus speed,
respectively, &t no-load. Since the tachogenen.t.or is mounted on the load machine
and the torque transducer is &Iso alUpled to !.he load machine, t~ measurement of
the torque and speed is Dot &ccessible.u no-load operation. The maximum current
information i, important for !.he rating demand of many types of inverten, avoid-
ing permanent demagnetiza.tion of magnets and the proper setting of over-current
relay. The time of run-up to sta.ble synchronization needs to be specified for some
applic:a.tions involving high coupled inertia. The torque levels throughout run-up
and particularly the pull-in torque can be deciding factors in the suitability of a
motor for a particular applic:a.tion. Fortunately, all these engineering information
ea.n be found from the curYe5 of Figs. 6.11-6.l6 to evaluate and optimize the design
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for specified peri'Onn&ncell.
Fi~ 6.17 show. the .imulated and rDe&lured result of speed versus time with
& coupled. load of about twelve times the rotor inerti&, thai. is, h =0.039 kg - m 2•
Figure 6.18 show. the simulated and measured result of torque versus time with the
"me load, and figure 6.19 .howl the simulated and measured result of torque versus
speed. Figure 6.20 gives the details of starting current obtained from simulation and
measurement, respectively under the tame load. It is observed that the agreement
between the measured and simulated results is excellent. Synchronization of a PM
motor is very complex because of the interaction of the inertia torque with two
components of synchronizing torque, one due to the rotor saliency, the other due to
the magnets. These two components can be additive or subtractive dependiug on
the instantaneous angle between the rotor d·a.xis and the axil of stator MMF wave.
It is obvious that the synchronization of this worked PM motor is accomplished
successfully, and is well damped with little overshoot beyond synchronous speed. It
is understandable that the effect of magnet 8ux level in PM machines is important.
The higher the ID&p1et flux the better the pull-in and pull-out torques will be, but
the Starling cunent and input kVA will require the magnet 8ux level 10 be kept
within certain limits.
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Figure 6.17: Simulated and measured results of speed versus time with load
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Figure 6.18: Simulated. and mea.llured results of torque versus time with load
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Chapter 7
Summary and Conclusion
In the design of interior-type permanent magnet moton, proper calculation.
of the starling and synchronous performa.nce are necessary. Saturation, complex
shape and placement of magnets and barrien, a.nd the induced eddy currents in the
rotor ban pose difficulties when traditional equinJent circuit. and lumped param-
eter models are used. On the other hand, finite element analysis has the potenliaJ
to overcome these difficulties.~ut this is a time-consuming pro<:ess. Therefore, in
tbis study 11 complete proudure is developed to combine the finite element analy.i.
with lumped pua.meter circuit model to provide desirable eogineering information
but &1 minimum computational effort. The first stage in the analysis procedure
is to develop a unified lumped parameter circuit model. The next stage is to ex-
tract individual lumped parameters from the corresponding finite element solutions.
Therefore, the main difference between the proposed lumped parameter model and
conventional equivalent circuit model ill that in the (ormer, all adopted lumped
pa1"ilffieters are load and speed dependent, while in the latter, all the parameters
are considered as constant even though it was recognized that assuming con8t&Ot
parameters is rar from reality.
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In chapter 2, usio!; standard two.axis theory with fixed rotor reference frame and
matrix tramform&l.iOD, a unified lumped paruneter model is derived to provide the
bui, (Of the investisatioD of both the steady-state and dynamic performances. A
per-phase equiv.a.lent circuit is introduced to account for the saliency of a PM motor
and the inBuence of iron losses in favour of the synchronous performance calculation,
The starting performance investigation has been completed by two approaches. One
is the quasi·dynamic analysis with pseudo-constant speed characteristic. The other
is the transient analysis characterized by state-variable equations.
Static fidd calculation and synchronou.s performance simulation have been dis-
cussed in chapter 3. For a PM motor fed from current lOurce, different load condi-
tions were simulated just by setting the conesponding initial phase angle fJ of stator
current. For voltage aource eupply, since the value of .tator current satisfyi.al; the
prescribed terminal voltage (or a specific load u not available until field solutions
are obtained, a Newton-Raphson iteraLive algorithm in conjunction with a. scheme
for effective estimation of initial phMe current q}ue has been developed 10 accom-
modate the static field finite element model to a voltage source supply. Based on
field solutions, a novel method has been proposed to detennine the Ioad·dependent
parameters X t , X, and Eo, in which the effects of the~ntera.c:tionbetween the d·axis
and q-axis fields are included. In addition, & flux method has been introduced for
torque calculat}on so as to eliminate the sensitivity to mesh discretization. The ef·
fed of magnetic field distortion on iron losses has been accounted for by introducing
eddy current and minor loop hysteresis correction f&Ctors.
In chapter 4, in order to alleviate the eddy·current field computation, time-
pbasor was applied to the make the finite dement &llalysis independent of time
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factor based on the introduction of equivalent reluetivity in t.ermI of equivalent
rnqnetic energy. The cotteSponding finite element formulae (or the volt&ge lOurce
supply have tben been deriftd. with complm elimination of the troublesome itera-
tive process for the starting current. Baaed on tbe eddy,cuffent field solutions,
a procedure for extracting the starting parameters has been developed. Fi~t,
voltage-source finite element model was applied to get the starting current and
stator leakage reactance. With the starting current determined, the current'lIOurce
finite element model was applied to extract d-axis and q.axis magnetizing reactances
and rotor starling parameters. Since in the starting process, the magnets do not
induce eddy-current in the rotor part, the rotor starting para.meten are determined
in the absence of ma&oets. The effects of magnets on magnetic saturation have
been taken into &CCOWlt by tbe introduction of auxiliary complex vector potential
and auxiliary real vector potential. With accurate field·baaed starting parameten
known, the lumped parameter model was then used to enluate tbe stAriing per·
formance. The average and pulsating torque mmponeDts were obtained by means
of qua.si-dynamic analysis. Transient analysis approach was employed to obt.a.i.n
tbe speed response, transient torque, and instantaneous current during tbe run·up
including the synchronization process.
The experimental study Wall carried out in chapter 5. A novelloa.d test metbod
bas been proposed to determine tbe load-dependent parameters XII' X, and Eo
based 00 the measurement of load angle, input power and input current. Tbi.
metbod not only takes into Account the variation of Eo witb load and the interaction
between the d-axis and q-a.xis quantities, but also is convenient to implement.
Tbe developed microprocessor-based torque angle measurement system iJ able to
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provide fast transient response and adequate resolution for measuring and control
applications. This designed and built prototype system is general and can be used
for both motoring and generating modes for all kinds of synchronous machines. A
scheme of accurately locatiog the position of zero torque angle ha.5 been developed
to ensure the accuracy of the torque angle measurement but with no need for the
accessibility to the internal construction of a PM motor.
A practical application example was presented in chapter 6 to show the useful-
ness of the developed analysis and test techniques in chapter 2 to 5. The detailed
experimenlal and simulation results of starting and synchronous performances have
been given with regard to a 1 hp laboratory PM synchronous motor. It is shown
thll.t experimental and simulation results arc in excellent agreement.
In short, the major contribution! of this thesis are:
• A complete procedure to combine finite element analysis with lumped param-
eter circuit model.
• A unified lumped circuit model applicable for both steady-state and transient
operations.
• A new simulation method for determining the load-dependent parameters Xd,
X, and Eo.
• Improved eddy-current finite element formulae directly starting with voltage
• A novel approa.ch for obtaining the starting current and starting parameters.
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• A new test method for determining the load-dependent paramete's XJ, X,
and Eo.
• A novel microprocessor-baaed load angle rneMuremenl system.
• A novel scheme for locating the position of zero torque angle.
Some major conclusiollll of this study are:
• Field and circuit combined analysis is a feasible, aCCl'.rate and efficient ap-
proach for the simulation of starting and synchronous performances of per-
manent magnet synchronous machines.
• Saturation can cause significant variation in magnet excitation and d-axis and
q-axis synchronous reactances. Therefore, there is a need for more knowl-
edge of parameters than is usually sufficient for conventional synchronous
machines, with particular attentioll to the effects of ferromagnetic bridge due
to its easily changeable saturation state.
• The irregularity of XJ va.lue over a load range is caused by the assumption
of constant Eo. The assumption tha.t anyone or more of the parametera Xd•
XI or Eo are constant can lead to significant errors in the motor perfonnance
predictions.
• The previous concern that there exists a dip near half speed on the average
torque curve is unwarranted due to the fact that skin effect may favourably
make rotor dynamic parameters much less unsymmetric.
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• The error of positioning the zero torque angle caused by using the approximate
method is not too small to be neglected for precision measurement and high
quality control applications.
This study has focused only on the sinusoidal inverter source supply. But,
in practical inverter drive applications, the existence of harmonics is unavoidable.
Fortunately, the effects of harmonics on motor performance may still be properly
assessed during the performance evaluation by using circuit models in conjunction
with certain modification of individual lumped parameters according to the har·
monic frequency being considered. However, in the case of high quality motor drive
fed from a supply with large harmonic components, it is desirable to use more ad-
equate simulation model. Thus, some of the suggested further works may include
the following:
• Modeling of harmonics in stator mmf including both time and space harmon-
ics.
• Prediction of cogging torque arising from the interaction between mmI har-
monics and airgap permeance harmonics[46],
• Experimental investigation of the effects of harmonics on motor performance,
inverter power capability and control strategies.
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Appendix A
Static Inductance Method
The measurement circuit sbown in Fig. A.I is composed of two non-inductive
resistors (r3 and r.) and one V&riable non-inductive residor (r,) used to balance
the bridge circuit. The T\ and L represent the reistor and self-inductance of the
stator winding. When the switcl. is closed with the rotor and stator aligned aloog
the d-a.xis (or q-a.xis), a constant curreDt I established a field in the stator wind-
in!_ After balancing the bridge (i.e. tip = 0) aDd then openi~ the swi\ch the
current 1 throu~ the inductor will fall expool!ntially to zero. Assuming V.. is the
instantaneous voltage across the bridge during this transient period, then,
""d
v"
v"
vr,--T3+r.
T'(rl :r2 -Tl ~r2 L~J
(A.I)
(A.2j
1)(rs~rt -r\~r21+rl~r2L~ (A.3)
1M
L
"
Figure A.I: Static inductance measurement circuit
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Since the bridge is balanced,
(A.4)
Thus,
v.~ =(-"-) L!!i.
rt+r, dt
The Bux linkage can be obtained by integrating this transient voltage
Therefore,
(A.S)
(A.6)
(A.')
As a result, integratiog the voltage across the bridge gives rise to the inductance
along the axis of the alignment.
Appendix B
Variational Calculus
Variational calculus is concerned with the determination of unknown functions
by extremizing integral expressions that contain those functions.
In order to derive the equivalent variational formulation to Poisson boundary-
value problem in Eqn. (3.1), multiply every term of the first equation by the fir9t
variation SA of potential function A. and then the integration is performed over
entire region fi,
Applying Green's theorem
ffn(?£ +~)d~dY == !.[pros{n,:z;) + Qcos(n,!/lJds (B.2)
The left side of Eqn.(B.l} becomes
JJ.I-$;("~) +~(V*)JMd, dy
==-Jku(~a::) +*a::)d%d1l+f.V~6Ad.s (B.3)
Substituting Eqn.(B.3) into Eqn.{B.l), one getll
Jfn/l(~3;6A+~~iJA)d%dY - JkJ6Adzdll- J.II~6Ad,,=O (8.4)
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Using the properties of variation operator 6
""d
then
fin v(~~6A+*~6A)dzdY Jkv[~6(~)+ ~6(~)ld3;dY
- JkllB6Bdxdy (B.5)
Without loss of generality, assuming the region nconsists of two sub-regions 0 0 aDd
fi6, the enclosed line integration path S comprises Dirichlet boundary 81, Neumann
boundary "2 and the interface i. and I. which are essentiaUy the same surface I but
have equal and opposite normal vector fl. Then
Considering
""d
as well as
~A=O OVU"1
1I~ = -H, = J. over "2
(B.7)
(B.8)
(B.')
where J; denotes the surface current density which may exist over the interface,
thus
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If the interface which exists surface current density is also considered as generalized
Neumann boundary, then Eqn. (RIO) can be reduced to tbe form
f.v~6AdJ = LJ.6Ad.t
Substitution of Eqn. (8.5) and Eqn. (B.ll) into Eqn. (8.4) giVe3
(B.lI)
lfovBdBdXdy - ffnJOAdxdy- LJ.6Ad,,=O (8.12)
The left hand side of Eqn. (8.12) can be viewed as the first variatioo 6W of the
functional W. Then, the original functional
It can be verified that
6' > 0 (B.14)
Thus, Eqn.(B.13) corresponds to a minimum problem. Since Neumann boundary
condition and interface condition have been implicitly satisfied in £qn. (8.12),
only Dirichlet boundary condition is to be constrained. Therefore, the equivalent
conditional variation problem is given by
{
W(A) = ffn(f:vbdb-JA)dxdy-!.2 J•Ad,,=mio (B.15)
"I: A=Ao
Appendix C
Virtual Work Principle Based
Flux Method
For a conservative system, when the currents in the system are held fixed by
suitable terminal voltage supply, the power equation can be expressed as
{i}'·{v} ~ {i)"[RHi} + {i}'·p([LH')) = {'}'{RHi} +{i}'p[LH') (C.l)
where {i} is the current vectoIi {v} is the voltage vector; {W is the transpose of
current vector fiJi IRJ is the resistance matrix; (L] is the inductance matrix and p
is the time-derivative operator ft. The second term of right hand side of Eqn. (C.I)
represents the sum of the rate of change of the magnetic stored energy and the
mechanical power output converted from magnetic energy. If one allows an angular
displacement 68, inductance change [t:.L] will occur. Consequently, the change of
magnetic stored energy is
"w = ~ {i)'. (lL] + ["L])· {i) - ~ {i}'. [L]· {i) _ ~ {i)'. ["L]· {i) (C.2)
According to the virtual work principle, the electromagnetic torque is given as
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~ -~ {iJ'· ¥.!. ~. {i) - -~ (i)'· ¥.!. {i)' (C.3)
where power angle 6 is in eledrical degree. Introducing the synchronously rotating
d-q axes system for a PM motor operating at synchronous speed, one obtains[37]
(CA)
and
(C.S)
where i,j, i, are the equivalent d·axis and q-axis current components in the slalor
windings, respectively. WI is the flux linkage produced by the permanent magnet!.
Substitution of ~ and {i) from Eqns. (CA) and (C.5) into the Eqn. (C.3), and
with the help of Eqos. (3.34), (3.35) and (3.48), the torque expression becomes
Tc = P[(LJ - L,)i</i, +1ft/il] = ~[(X"'d - X",,)i,i d +£Uil]
= P:i(I,cosOi - I"sino;) = ~N.k.Kd'I~",(I,COS6; -I"sin6;) (C.6)
Equation (C.6) is noted as Eqn. (3.57). Therefore, from a theoretical point of view
the 8ux method is equivalent to using the conventional virtual work method.
Appendix D
Resultant Magnetic Flux Density
Let B~ and B~ be equal to
B~ = BI sin(wt +ff'd
Bw= 8 2 sin(wt +Y'1!) (D.1)
respectively, then the expression of resultant of magnetic flux densities can be
derived as follows;
B2(t) B;(t) + B~(t)
B~ sin2(wt + !PI) +B~ sin2{wt + 'P2)
i{B~ +B~ - [Blcos(2wt +2rpl) +Bicos(2wt +2t.p2)]}
~{Bl +B~ - [Bl(cos2<p) cos2wt - sin2rpl sin 2wt)
+Bi(cos21,02 cos2wf - sin 21f'2Sin2wt)]}
i{Bl +Hi - [(Blcos2'fll +Bi cos 2<p2) cos 2wt
-(Bfsin2'fll +Bisin 2lf2)sin2wt)J)
~IBf+Hi - Acos(2wt +,8)] (D.2)
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A. = (S:ea.2¥'\ + Bic:oll2lpz)2 + (B~sin2<p1 +BJsin2tp,)'lt
= IS: +~ + 2B?B;(cos2cp, cos2<p,: +,in2cp\lin2lh)}1
={B1+m+2B?Bicos2(\p'-lhl]1 (0.3)
",d
f3 = arctan B~ sin 2"", +Hi sin 2<p~
Bl cos 21,01 +Bl cos 21p2 (0.4)
Appendix E
Circuit Layouts of Torque Angle
~easu~er.nent Syster.n
Figure E.l shows the circuit and waveforms at dilf~l poinls of the voltage phase
m~. The applied phue voltage sip&! u obtained throup & 110:3 V step-down
transformer. Before the reduced sinusoidal voltage is converted to a SV reetan&uJar
pulse by the zero-crossing voltage detector, a phase-lag shifter with a range of O· to
1800 is employed to provide an approximate meaD! for positioning the zero torque
angle. As the whole circuit operates on a single 5V supply, which makes the zero-
crossing from negative to positive of the waveform become useless, the instant of
the zero-crouioS £rom positive to negative is used to signal the applied voltage.
As a couequence of this l~ phase shift, the Det effect of the phase shifter hu
become as a pbase-Iad network with a range of O· to lSO-. In order to make the
phase shifter able to work as both pba.se-Iead and pbase-lag circuit, a compensator
is introduced to offset the pbase to a certain degree as desired at the output ol the
compensator by adjusting the RC time constant ol the monostable.
In order to eoilble this device to be applicable to both the motoring and geoerat·
iog modes, a multiplexer circuit as ,hOWD in FiS. E.2 is employed. The output 1Y of
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(b)
Figure E.l: Circuit anq waveforms of voltage phase meter
pulse for Eo
pulse lOr V }t~ phlo5edetector
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Fi&ure E.2: Multiplexer circuit
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the multiplexer is now fixed as the reference sitnal only, and the phase displacement
ligna! will always be output from 2Y.
Onc;e the signal from MUX IY to start. a pulse and the si~aJ from MUX 2Y to
stop the pulse are fed ioto the phase detector as shown in Fig. E.3(a), a. pulse of
width equal to the phase shift between the induced excitation voltage and applied
voltage is produced in the output Q of the positive-edge-triggered D Dip-flop. The
pulse inhibitor is employed to ensure that no further gate pulses would pass to the
AND gate at point f until the reset signal is issued. The waveforms at variou3 points
are shown in Fig. E.3(b). To obtain a slAble reading, the buffer is enabled afler
the counting is over aod hold the ioformatiflQ uotil the arrival of next rou..t. The
output of the buffer is furtber fed into a microprocessor using 8255 progr.unma.ble
penpber&l interface. The 8255 is confir;ured as mode O. Port A ...Dd port B are used
as input ports to the m.icrop~r for the 16-bit dat& tr~fcr. Port C upper
(C. - Cr) is used as output port for interrupt acknowledgment (TNTA) to reslut
the measurement of torque an&Je and port C lower (Co - C3 ) is used as input port
(or interrupt signal to request a read (rom microprocessor when the updated buffer
data is ready. At the same time, the huffered data au also decoded by display
driver iot<. 7.scgment LED display.
The clock signal for latching the buffer and the interrupt ,i~naJ can be derived
from the output o( the pulse inhibitor at point f of Fig. E.3. Since for a 16-bit
cascade counter, the input signal must propagate througb various ftip·flops hefore
the counter settles to its fin&! steady·state v&!ue, a delay element is employed to ac-
count for the propagation delay as shown in Fig. E.4(a), where the first monostable
provides 40 IJS time delay. Because the lat.ching takes place on the potIilive-going
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(a) circuit layout
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(b) Wit.veforDlll at MOUI point.
Figure E.3: Circuit layouts and waveforl1l! of torque angle detector
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(a> circuit layout
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(b) waveforms at varioul pointe
Figure E.4: Circuit and waveforms of buffer dock and interrupt signal generator
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edge of the clock pulse, another monostable is used to generate the required buffer
clock pulse. The interrupt signal is produced using a JK flip-flop whose output
becomes high once the delay is over, as shown in the waveforms Fig. E.4(b).
Appendix F
Grid Generation
The entire stator grid and the partial rotor grid in slot region a:re generated au·
tomatically by means of generalized half slot pitch modules as shown in Fig. F.l(.).
The remainder rotor grid is generated in a similar manner using the generalized half
pole module as shown in the Fig. F.l(b). These modules are fully flexible in the
sense that all major geometrical. dimensions caD be specified at will. The stator and
rotor grids ace joined together in the airgap by m~ans of an airgap fitting algorithm.
The algorithm combiDe5 the two grids by the generation of a row of elements in
airgap. The following steps BUnunarize the salient features of this algorithm.
1. The nodes of the tip points of teeth on stator inner surface and rotof outer
surface are identified as pivot nodes. These pivot nodes on both sides are
radially mapped onto each other in order to generate new nodes which will
not be considered as pivot nodes as concerns the projected surface.
2. Relocate all non·pivot nodes in equal interval between every and each pair of
pivot nodes on both surfaces.
3. Genera.te tria.ngle elements one by one in entire airgap according to the fol·
lowing notion of quality fa.ctor(47]. Let triangle have side lengths a,b and c,
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then the quality factor of a triangle is defined as
8(.s-cz)(.t-b)(.s-c)
q= ok
Where .lI is semi-perimeter of tbe triangle, that is
a+b+c
'=-,-
(F.l)
(F.')
An optimal triangle is the one which hM maximum q. The best triangle
shape is equila.teral, for which q = 1. Slender triangles have appropriately
low q value. If the triangle degenerates to a set of co-lioear points, q = O.
Thus. all pogible triiUl&1es are in the range:
0$9:5:1
Referring to Fig. F.2, an element is formed in the {ollowing manner. Suppos-
jng node I and node 2 have been connected. It is obvious that either way of
conceding node 2 with node 3 or connecting node 1 with -4 will work for the
generation of a new element. However, the quality factor q of the 1 - 2 - 4
triangle is luger than that of the 1-2-3 triangle. Therefore, connecting node
1 with node 4 is preferred. This process is repeated until &11 the nodes along
the sLator inner and rotor outerDll»t surfaces are covered.
4. Make necessary adjustment to the inner layer grids of the stator and the
outmost layer grids of the rotor due to the addition tl.D.d movement of the
nodes along the sudaces of both sides in airgap, as above mentioned in step 1
and step 2. This adjustment isp~ in a similar way as the generation or
airgap elemfilu in step 3 in terms of the notK>n of quality factor or a triangle.
However, it should be noted that, due to the altemate encounter or slou and
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Slalor
iljllaJrSlot Pitch Moduk's blll.Jrrulcl Modulo:
Figure F.I: Finite element grid of generalized modules
(.)
(b)
Figure F.2: Formation of triangle elements using the notion of quality factor
17.
teeth, the application of quality factor (or the {ormation of these dements
ffi!15t be confined to the same material individually, 50 as to avoid IUch ali
element that consilts of different mediums.
After the initial finite element grid is gener&ted using above scheme, the notion
of Delaunay trian~ation may be-applied to consequent refining in the locations
with greater error[48J.




